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Abstract 
We show within the Hamiltonian formalism the existence of 

classical relatlvistic mechanics of N scalar particles interacting at a 
distance which satisfies the requirements of Poincaré invar!ance, separabi
lity, world-line invariance and Einstein causality. The line of approach 
which is adopted here uses the methods of the theory of systems with cons
traints applied to manifestly covariant systems of particles. The study is 
limited tc the case of scalar interactions remaining weak in the whole phase 
space and vanishing at large space-like separation distances of the parti
cles. Poincaré invariance requires the inclusion of many-body, up to N-body, 
potentials. Separability requires the use of individual or two-body variables 
and the construction of the total interaction from basic two-body interac
tions. Position variables of the particles are constructed in terms of the 
canonical variables of the theory according to the world-line invariance 
condition and the subsidiary conditions of the non-relativistic limit and 
separability. Positivity constraints on the interaction masses squared of 
the particles ensure that the velocities of the latter remain always 
smaller than the velocity of light. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The construction of classical Hamiltonian mechanics [ 1] 
of systems of particles interacting at a distance [2] and possessing symmetry 
under a group G of transformations proceeds usually via two stages [1,3]. 
At first one implements, in terms of the canonical variables of the theory, 
a canonical realization of the group G or of the algebra of its generators. 
Then one gives a physical meaning to the theory by identifying some functions 
of the canonical variables with the elementary observables of classical 
mechanics, which are the positions and velocities of the particles. 

In case the symmetry group Is represented by the Galilei 
group the above program can be easily accomplished [3] . In particular 
it turns out that the second part of the problem is rather trivial : the 
cartesian canonical coordinates themselves can play the role of position 
variables, the velocity variables being then determined by the equations 
of motion. 

However in the case of the Poincare group, it has been 
known, as a consequence of the no-interaction theorem 14,5] , that the 
latter problem is not as trivial as 1n non-relativlstic theories : the 
canonical coordinates cannot in general be identified with the position 
variables of the particles and the latter have to be constructed as func
tions of the former and of the canonical momenta ( 6]. 

The main condition -ihich is used for the determination 
of the position variables of point-like particles is the "world-line 
invariance" condition 14,51. The latter stipulates that the world-lines of 
point-like particles have to represent successions of space-time events 
and hence they should be invariant under changes of the modes of their 
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observation or parametrization. Equivalently, the time-position variables 

of point-like particles should transform, under changes of reference frames, 

as do space-time events. 

One consequence of the realization of the world-line 

invariance condition is that in a classical Poincarê Invariant particle 

theory, which initially is manifestly covariant, the freedom in the choice 

of the time parameters of the theory becomes a gauge freedom [7,8]. This 

means that the dynamics of the system becomes independent of the particular 

choice made for the time parameters of the theory. 

In special relativity the formulation of the theory should 

also be supplemented by the Einstein causality condition. Taken in a strong 

sense, the latter stipulates that, for closed systems of directly inter

acting particles, the velocity of each particle has always to be smaller 

than the velocity of light. 

Within the framework of the above line of approach the 

construction of classical relatlvistic Hamiltonian mechanics of two-particle 

systems has been achieved by several authors 19-111. (For other approaches 

in Hamiltonian formalism see Refs.[8,12-16] and the literature quoted in 

the second papers of Refs.f 10] and [8] ). One can show that the Galilei 

invariant two-body scalar potentials - the central potentials and the 

relative momentum dependent potentials- possess relativlstic generalizations. 

Also the equations which define the position variables of the particles 

according to the world-line invariance condition have acceptable solutions. 

Furthermore the Einstein causality condition can be implemented by appro

priate choices of the relativistic interaction potentials and of the solu

tions for the position variables of the theory. 

Continuing the investigation undertaken inRef.Ill] for 

two-particle systems, the present work generalizes the above approach to 
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the N-particle case. 
It Is well known that in (special) relativity theory two-

body potentials of the predictive form cannot account alone for the whole 
interaction and hence many-body (up to N-body) potentials need to be present 
[171. 

The main difficulty in the N-body problem, besides techni
cal difficulties, arises from the separability condition. One expects from 
a mechanical system of particles that if it is separated into subsystems 
(clusters), so that the interactions between the clusters become negligible, 
then the dynamics of the system should reduce to the direct product of 
the dynamics of the subsystems [18] . In other words, the dynamics of each 
subsystem becomes independent of the dynamics of the others. It is this 
property that justifies the consideration of isolated systems and of 
systems which begin to interact with others when their relative distance 
becomes sufficiently small, although they were mutually independent in the 
past. Of course there might exist systems in nature which are not separable ; 
these are built up with irreducible many-body forces and in general they 
are separable only when all (or almost all of) their constituents become 
free ; such systems could also present an incomplete form of separability, 
being separable with respect to particular subsystems only. Nevertheless, 
in view of a rather complete and satisfactory description of the forces 
of nature, it seems necessary to demand that the relativlstic dynamics 
of many-body systems contain separable solutions (with respect to arbitrary 
subsystems). 

In this connection Mutze has proved a no-go theorem [19] 
concerning the cluster decomposition property of direct-interaction 
(scattering) theories. This theorem is essentially based on the assumption 
of the decomposition property of the motion of the particles into a center 
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of mass motion and an internal motion. Although at first sight this theorem 

seems to exclude any hope of constructing separable interactions, it 1s 

not in fact restrictive enough. The reason is that, unlike the non-relativis-

tic case, relativistic center of mass variables are not kinematically 

related to individual variables, that is one cannot in general get the former 

without the knowledge of the interaction (20-221 . Consequently it does not 

seem obvious that in general, and mostly for the many-particle case, reali

zations of the Poincarê algebra obtained by means of (total) center of mass 

variables and satisfying the factorization property of the motion into 

external (kinematic) and internal (dynamic) parts do exhaust all the possible 

ways of getting interacting systems. This theorem should therefore be 

understood, as is also suggested by the above author [19] , as an indication 

that separable Interactions concerning many-particle systems have to be 

constructed by means of individual variables, or at most with two-body 

variables, rather than with (total) center of mass variables. Actually Foldy 

and Krajcik [23] and Coester and Havas [24] showed the existence of 

separable interactions for N-particle systems to order 1/c2. Also Coester 

[25] and Sokolev [26] succeeded in showing respectively the existence of 

relativistic three-body and N-body separable quantum mechanical scattering 

systems. These authors avoid the no-go theorem by using appropriate two-

body variables. 

It is the purpose of the present work to show the existence 

of classical relativistic N-particle Hamlltonian dynamics satisfying 

the requirements of Poincarê invariance and separability and the further 

requirements of world-line invariance and Einstein causality. In the 

remaining part of this section we present the main steps of the line of 

approach we have adopted to deal with this problem. The framework in which 

we develop our investigation is that of manifestly covariant systems 
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submitted to constraints [27,28,3,7,8,12], 

Our starting point is the 8N-dimen;ional phase space r N 

defined by the four-component coordinates and momenta of the N particles, 

which satisfy the usual Poisson bracket relations. In r N the Poincaré 

algebra realization is simply the direct product of the individual particle 

realizations. The interaction is introduced by means of N Poincaré invariant 

"mass constraints", which define the "interaction masses" of the particles 

in terms of (scalar) interaction potentials. The redundant time variables 

of the system are eliminated by means of N "time constraints", which 

could be chosen at will (within some general conditions) and which fix 

the time parameter)s) of the theory. Thpse constraints, together with 

the phase space r N, define the physical phase space rjj which is 

6N-dimens1onal. 

Poincaré invariance of the theory has to be realized 

in the physical phase space rjj and therefore it should preserve the 

constraints in r N- It is then shown that the necessary and sufficient 

condition for the realization of the Poincaré invariance of the theory in 

r* (by means of the Dirac brackets) is that the N mass constraints be 

first-class among themselves in r N, that is that all the Poisson brackets 

among the mass constraints vanish. These conditions, which are independent 

of the particular choice of the tine constraints, yield a system of quasi-

linear first-order partial differential equations involving the inter

action potentials and which are compatible among themselves. 

In view of separability we assume that each interaction 

potential entering a mass constraint, relative to a given particle (say i), 

contains at least a sum of two-body potentials relating that particle to 

the remaining particles of the system (of the typeJÛV^., the summation 

bearing on j). These potentials cannot account alone for Poincaré invariance 
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and therefore many-body potentials are also needed ; these must be solutions 
of the abovementioned equations. Ue show that they can be so chosen as to 
ensure the separability property of the entire interaction. In the non-
relativistic limit the Utter reduces to the sum of the two-body interac
tions. (A summary of this part of the work has appeared in Réf.!291). 

More general types of separable interactions can be 
obtained by including 1n the Initial ansatz of the potential terms, besides 
the two-body ones, p-body ( -2 < f>sC N ) potentials, which vanish when one 
of the concerned particles is removed to infinity. These will generate, 
through the previous equations, their own many-body potentials {from 
(p + l)-body up to N-body).- Ue call "a potential of the irreducible p-body 
type" ( J ^c J> <C N ) any global Poincaré invariant potential which is 
generated, through the Poincaré invariance equations, by an initial ansatz 
of a sum of p-body potentials. 

Position variables of the particles are constructed in 
terms of the canonical variables of the theory according to the world-line 
invariance condition. This amounts to solving a system of quasi-linear 
first-order partial differential equations, which are compatible among 
themselves. In the absence of interaction and/or in the non-relativistic 
limit the position variables should coincide with the canonical coordinates. 
It is in general possible to choose solutions which are compatible with 
these two conditions and also with Einstein causality and separability. 
(For long-range potentials the latter condition is not however realized in 
general). 

Let us sketch at this point the way the Einstein causality 
condition is realized. The latter is intimately related, for scalar 
potentials, to the positlvlty of the interaction masses squared of the 
particles. As far as the number of the particles present within a volume 
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determined by the range of the two-body potentials does not exceed some 

critical number, which is characteristic of the type of the interaction and 

which is proportional to the inverse of the two-body coupling constant, 

many-body potentials yield smaller contributions than the two-body ones ; 

by means of the latter and of the free mass terms one can then rather 

easily ensure the positivity conditions. When the number of the particles 

within the characteristic volume exceeds the critical number, the many-body 

potentials (of the irreducible two-body type) become as important as the 

two-body potentials and since the former appear as not having a well 

defined sign, they may change the signs of the interaction masses squared. 

In case the positivity conditions could be violated one includes into the 

theory the more general separable potentials of the irreducible p-body 

type ( J < f > N C N ) defined previously. We show that with the inclusion 

of such potentials the positivity of the interaction masses squared can 

actually be satisfied. (These potentials need not be present in the non-

relativistic limit). Therefore the realization of Einstein causality in 

the general case requires the presence of all kinds of the irreducible 

p-body type potentials ( 4 $ f \f M ). However it is clear that the 

potentials with high irreducibility (2 < p) play an important role only for 

high density configurations of particles,and as far as such configurations 

are avoided by the physical conditions of the problem, one can neglect 

them on practical grounds. Let us stress that the potentials of the irredu

cible two-body type form alone a closed system for the realization of the 

Poincarê invariance of the theory. 

Finally we comment on the nature and type of the two-body 

potentials we consider (in general) during the present study. These poten

tials are supposed to be regular short-range potentials : they fall-off 
space-like 

rapidly at large /separation distances of the particles and remain finite 
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in the entire phase space -, furthermore all their successive derivatives 

are assumed to be regular functions of their arguments. Then,for weak cou

pling constants,perturbation series expansions of the expressions of various 

dynamical quantities,in terms of the coupling constants,become valid (to 

the extent that for the configurations of the particles which are considered 

the number of the particles does not exceed the critical number within the 

characteristic volume determined by the rar.ges of the potentials). In parti

cular the many-body potentials appear to be of higher orders in the coupling 

constants than the two-body ones, a feature which facilitates the resolution 

by perturbative methods of the various systems of differential equations 

we encounter. 

The present approach could also be extended to the cases 

of (two-body) potentials other than the regular short-range ones, such as 

to those possessing singularities at the origin of their argument, or to 

long-range potentials. Singular potentials obviously necessitate a more 

elaborate mathematical treatment than regular ones, a feature which somehow 

obscures the physical aspect of the problem. In particular separability is 

sensitive to the large distance behavior of the interactions and short 

distance singularities should not modify the physics in this domain. The 

treatment of (regular) long-range potentials closely follows that of 

short-range potentials. The main difference arises from the fact that for 

the former the domain of validity of perturbation expansions is less 

extended than for the latter. 

The plan of the paper if as follows. Poincarê invariance 

and separability are studied in Sect.2. The position variables are construc

ted in Sect.3. Concluding remarks follow In Sect.4. Appendix A is devoted 

to a summary of results concerning two-body systems. In appendix B the 

details of the construction of the many-body potentials are presented and 

appendix C deals with the problem of constructing the generators of displa

cements of curved surfaces. 
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2. POINCARE INVARIANCE 

2.1 - Covariant systems and constraints 

Me consider N scalar particles and associate with them 

canonical coordinates and momenta q, , p. (1 • 1 N ; a = 0,1,2,3), 

satisfying the usual Poisson bracket relations, the only non-vanishing 

brackets being : 

Cn«»i ,»3 s M* (2.1) 

The set of the canonical variables {q,p} define an 

8N-dimansional phase space r». Poincarê algebra generators in r f ) are 

constructed as the sum of the individual particle contributions : 

• (=* T 
(2.2) 

The interaction is introduced through the definition of the "interaction 

mass" squared of each particle by means of N r N Poincarê invariant 

constraint equations : 

Hi= j(t~ V - %)%0 , (t«1,~..*\) / (2.3) 

A/ 

where m i is the free mass of particle i and the potential V, is a Poincarê 

invariant function in r^ of the 8N canonical variables (in general). 

Now any manifestly covariant theory of N particles 
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possesses N redundant variables related to the time components of the N four-

vector coordinates q̂  ; actually there is a freedom in the way of fixing 

or eliminating these variables 11,8,28] . As is well known, in Hamiltonian 

formalism the possibility of fixing arbitrarily the values of N dynamical 

variables manifests Itself by the existence of N first-class constraints 

13,27,28] (i.e. of N constraints whose mutual Poisson brackets vanish in 

the constrained phase space). In the present framework this means that the 

N "mass constraints" (2.3) must be first-class : 

[ H , , H / ] « t f > V>i " 1>---«) • <z-4> 

The formulation of the theory is then completed by 

choosing N time constraints which define the time parameters of the theory. 

Although the result (2.4) was obtained on the basis of 

rather general arguments, we intend now to give a more explicit derivation 

of Rels. (2.4). Let us fix, without assuming Rels. (2.4), the time parameters 

of the theory by imposing the N "time constraints" : 

K - Z (ljt>)-t{X O > 0 • 1 N) , (2.5) 

where the n's are functions of 8N canonical variables. In order that they 

yield acceptable definitions of time parameters it is necessary that n-

defines a space-like surface in the time-position space of particle i and 

that its Poisson bracket with its "conjugate" mass constraint H^ (2.3) 

does not vanish : 

[H ; * % ( ] * O > (i - 1 N) , (2.6) 

so that the (2N)2-dimensional matrix [«£>, é ) ( <f> = H or % ) of the 
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mutual Poisson brackets of the 2N constraints Is non-singular. (The 
conditions (2.6) and the non-singularity of the matrix [ $ , 4 1 guarantee 
the Independence of each of the time constraints from the others). In the 
terminology of the constraint formalism the 2N constraints Hi (2.3) and 
X i (2.5) form a set of second-class constraints. An example of "time 
constraints" could be the equal-time constraints : 

Xt m n.f. - & » 0 , (1 = 1, It) , (2-7) 
where n is a unit time-like four-vector. 

The 2N constraints (2.3), (2.5) reduce the 8N-dimensional 
phase space r„ to a 6N-dimensiona1 phase space rjj , which constitutes the 
physical phase space ; the dynamics of the system should be described 
within this phase space. Therefore Poincarë invariance of the the;ry should 
be formulated and realized in rjj. 

The Hamiltonian formalism with constraints was developed 
by Dirac [27,3,281 . It amounts to redefining the canonical realization of 
the Lie bracket by replacing the Poisson bracket [ , ] by a new one 
I , ] * -the Dirac bracket- such that : 

where the <p 's represent an even number of second-class constraints and 
the c's are the entries of the inverse of the matrix [$ ,$] -the general 
rule being to calculate the various Poisson brackets in the right-hand 
side of Rel. (2.8), as well as the [*),*)]'s , before the constraints are 
used. The particular feature of the Oirac bracket is that 1t preserves the 
constraints : the Dirac bracket of a second class constraint ^ r with any 
function of the canonical variables of the unconstrained phase space vanishes 
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Identically, and hence the constraints remain unchanged under (generalized) 

canonical transformations generated via the Oirac bracket by such a function. 

Coming back to the present problem one can state that the Poincaré invariance 

of the theory should be realized with the Dirac bracket rather than with 

the Poisson bracket. 

It can be seen that the necssary and sufficient condition 

for the realization of the Poincaré algebra in rîj is that the "mass 

constraints" H^ (2.3), which are Poincaré invariant in r N, be first-class 

among themselves (Rels. (2.4)). 

To show this, let us exhibit the structure of the 

(nan-singular) matrix of the Poisson brackets of the constraints defining 

r* • 

I 

A7= / - 1 — 

whose inverse is : 

fH , HJJ fH,%] 
1 j (2.9a) 

lx, HJ ! rx, x] 

(2.9b) 

i _ , - i W"dF t(P+Ç(DT F. J - C ^ f ^ ç f 1 

- * - 1 -1 (D+FatfT*^) V^if+ftùTj 
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The Dirac bracket of two quantities A and B is then : 

[A.BT = EA.Bl - £ = i fA ,« .0^ ' | :H r 8 ] 

-i^KxJ^'D^Bj , (2-10) 

where c^,, gii' , g}?' are respectively the entries of the matrices 

C, Gj, G 2 (2.9b). 

Now let us designate by A a one of the generators of the 

Poincaré group ; we h»ve to ensure that : 

[A* ' A J = c«.i*A<= ' <2-u> 

where c a b are the structure constants of the Poincaré algebra. The "mass 

constraints" H- (2.3) are chosen to be Poincaré invariant in r N> and 

therefore their Poisson brackets with the generators A a vanish ; on expressing 

the left-hand side of Eq. (2.11) 1n terms of the Poisson brackets by means 

of Rel. (2.10) one finds that the corresponding second to fourth terms in 

the right-hand side vanish ; on the other hand the A g's satisfy the 

Poincaré algebra in r N (i.e. via the Poisson bracket) and we finally get : 

L\, A f c]". %CAC - ± CAA,xJ;;"C*j <*d « 
(2.12) 

Eq.(2.11) is reproduced provided the second term of the 

right-hand side of Eq.(2.12) vanishes (weakly). Now the sufficiency of 

conditions (2.4), which can also be written in matrix form as F x » 0 

(Rel.(2.9)), is obvious. Their necessity arises after choosing for A a and 

A b all possible Poincaré group generators ; the x's not being Poincaré 

invariant functions (in I"N), one gets tensor equations in the canonical 
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variables whose coefficients must independently vanish ; one then ends up 
with a set of homogeneous equations which imply the vanishing of the matrix 
6 2 and hence of the matrix Fj (Rel. (2.9b) ; by the very choice of the "time 
constraints" the matrix D is non-singular) : 

Fx « <rt « 0 (2.13) 
This result implies only a weak vanishing of the Poisson 

brackets (2.4), that is the right-hand sides might involve linear combina
tions of the H's themselves (but not the x's, otherwise the H's would be 
time dependent and also they would not be Poincaré Invariant in r N , 
because the time constraints are not Poincaré invariant). We shall see in 
Subsect. 3.1 that the construction of position variables necessitates the 
interpretation of the mass constraints Hi as generators, via the Poisson 
bracket, of independent time displacements in r«. In order that such a 
property remain true for finite canonical transformations one is lead to 
require that Rels. (2.4) hold strongly. (Actually it is sufficient that 
the right-hand sides of Eqs.(2.4) do not contain the H's globally to the 
first power ; however from the physical point of view this property is 
equivalent to a strong vanishing). Therefore we shall consider henceforward 
Rels. (2.4) in the strong sense. 

Rels. (2.4), which exhibit the Poincaré Invariance of the 
theory in rjj , are independent of the particular choice made for the time 
constraints (2.5), This feature outlines once again the connection between 
Rels. (2.4) and the freedom in choosing the time constraints. 

Time gauge invariance 
The question now arises whether the latter feature does 

correspond to some gauge invariance property of the theory, that is whether 
different sets of time constraints for the same set of mass constraints do 
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lead to the same dynamics of the system. In general a theory is said to 
be gauge invariant under some changes of the dynamical variables 1f all 
the observables remain unchanged under such modifications. 

In classical mechanics the observables of the theory are 
the positions and velocities, i.e. the world-lines. Gauge invariance of 
the theory with respect to the choice of the time parameters then requires 
the world-lines to be Intrinsically independent of that particular choice ; 
in other words they should be invariant under changes of the modes of their 
observation or parametrlzation (7,8,5], Physically this means that the 
points of a world-line should represent space-time events [4,3].or equiva
lent^ the space-time evolution of point-like particles. This is what 
defines the notion of "world-line invariance". One thus sees that the 
realization of the world-line invariance condition guarantees the gauge 
invariance of the theory under changes of the choice of the time parameters 
and in fact it represents the formuTatlor. of the latter property in the 
Hamiltonian formalism. (In manifestly covarlant Newtonian formalism an 
equivalent statement is obtained with the "predictivity conditions" F30]). 

Therefore we can assert that the freedom in choosing 
the time parameters of a manifestly covariant and Poincarë invariant 
classical particle theory is actually a gauge freedom, provided the world-
line invariance condition is realized. In that case different choices 
of the time constraints lead to different ways of describing the same 
dynamics. We shall deal with the world-line invariance condition in 
Subsect. 3.1. 
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2.2 - The interaction potentials 

The next step is to show that there exist N r N Polncarê 

invariant potentials Vj satisfying Rtls. (2.3)-(2.4) and the separability 

condition. In view of separability we have to start from potentials which 

contain at least a sum of two-body potentials : 

V{ = Vt + ~Wi > (2.14a) 

V = Z. \ - - fj*0 > < Z - M b > 

where V.. are relativistic two-body potentials depending, in r N, on the 

canonical variables of particles i and j only, and Wj are remainders to be 

specified. The functional form of v.,, is determined from the (i,j) two-body 

problem, where the constraints H { and H. are : 

»i*i- ( t ; - ^ - ^ » « • ( 2 ' 1 5 ) 

Eq. (2.4) then becomes : 

U*- V,- , f-y<l =° • (^) 

It can be shown (see Appendix A) that the general 

solutions of Eqs.(2.16) for V... ̂  V.. are obtained from the symmetric 
solution V,. = V.. by Polncarê invariant canonical transformations in r« 

applied on the contraints (2.15). It is therefore sufficient to study the latter 

case and to take 

v. ^ v (2.17) 
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which reduces Eq.(2.16) to : 

Eq. (2.18), which defines a quasi-linear first-order 
i-irtial differential equation, can be solved by the standard methods of 
the characteristics [311 . Its general Poincaré invariant solution is : 

V*f = v*i C"v • ~ arrv ' V - "# ' fy • "v ) > {2-W) 

where, and hereafter, we use the following (vector) notation : 

w.. = -fy ' ^ , z = - u„ . r, 
• i f * * 'J 

The solutions (2.19) are re la t iv is t ic generalizations 

of the Gali lei invariant two-body potentials (central potentials and 

relative momentum dependent potentials). The solutions which are of main 

interest on physical grounds are those corresponding to the re la t iv is t ic 

generalization of central potentials (hereafter called "central-1ike" 19] ) 

which are of the form Î 
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In this paper we confine ourselves to those potentials 

whose two-body elements are central-like (2.21) ; nevertheless the results 

obtained in Sect. 2, in particular those concerning the many-body potentials 

and separability, and in Subsect. 3.1 are also valid for the general solutions 

(2.19) of the two-body potentials. 

Upon taking into account the non-relativistic limit, one 

deduces the following mass dependence of V*; : 

V. = •!/• V.™ * V!", <fm * - % v f - * V ' 
where VsS' and vs.' are of zeroth order in c 2, whereas v.., is of first 

order. It is therefore V;?' only which contributes to the non-'-elativistic 

limit. 

In the N-body (N > 2) case, the two-body potentials 

Vj (2.14b) do no longer ensure Rels. (2.4). Therefore many-body potentials 

(in general up to N-body) will be needed to restore Poincarê invariance 

of the theory. These potentials are included in the ŵ -'s (2.14a). Given 

the two-body potentials Vn-, the problem amounts now to finding the 

corresponding W,'s. Notice that the VVs ((2.14b),(2.17)-(2.19)) satisfy 

the equations : 

Eqs.(2.4), which are N(N-l)/2 in number, can then be 

written in the form : 
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The compatibility of these equations 1s a direct consequence 
of that of Eqs.(2.4). The latter can be verified by taking the Poisson 
bracket of the various H's with the left-hand side of Eqs.(2.4), then using 
Jacobi identity and again Eqs.(2.4). A more explicit check can also be done 
in Eqs.(2.24) ; one takes the Poisson bracket of both sides of Eqs. (2.24} 
with A* , then uses Jacobi identity, Eqs.(2.24), the property (2.23) of 
the V's and ends up with an identity. The compatibility of Eqs.(2.4) (or 
(2.24)) with the Poincaré invariant property (in 77) of the H's or the W's 
can also be verified by an analogous method. 

Eqs.(2.24) are very similar in structure to equations 
involving the curls of vectors, and they can be integrated in a similar 
fashion. 

The /? 's act as first-order differential operators 
in the longitudinal components, along pj, of the coordinates qj, i.e. in 
the variables f-?/ fr • These are N in number. It is therefore convenient, 
before integrating one of the differential equations (2.24), governed by 
f>. , say, to separate, in the V's and in all other functions depending 
on them, the coordinates qj into a longitudinal and a transverse part with 
respect to pj ; the transverse parts will play the role of parameters during 
these integrations. 

The r N Lorentz invariance of the W's is guaranteed by 
that of the V's and of the ft 's . In order to guarantee l\, translation 
invariance, it is sufficient to use translation invariant variables during 
the integrations, since the V's themselves are translation invariant. This 
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can easily be done by noticing that nowhere in the left-hand side of 

Eqs.(2.24) the function H,-, say, is submitted to the action of f>. ; 

therefore the variable q̂  will also play the role of a parameter during 

the integrations concerning the function WJ. For this reason it is convenient, 

whenever canonical coordinates ? = 9-9 appear in the right-hand 

sides of Eqs.(2.24) (concerning those equations which will serve to integrate 

the function W^J to separate them Into two parts, such that : 

k = t- - %t 

(2.25) 

Me can therefore refer to the canonical coordinates on 

which «i depends, as being the (N-l) relative coordinates q-jj 

(j = 1.....N s j ^ i). A similar remark can also be applied to the differen-
7. , 

tial operator p ; instead of considering the integration variables ft ••?,/* 

we can consider (in Wj) the variables fc'7.£ /fr 1 as well, and it is 

the qji's that we have to decompose into longitudinal and transverse compo

nents (with respect to Pj) when we consider the differential equation invol-

'/• Jï 7J< * If ' V£ i ff I ( ' 

Translation invariance will then be preserved at each st«p 

of the integration. 

After using the notations : 

*• - j — , *ji = * , (2-27) 

Eqs.(2.24) can be written in the form : 
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where M-, say, is considered as a function of the (N-l) variables X*,. , 
the remaining variables in it playing the role of parameters. Notice that 
a given variable x* ( can be expressed, when necessary, in terras of other 
variables of the type x™f . It should also be stressed that in these varia
bles ( x*\ ) , the right subscript has always to be considered 
as a parameter, for it refers to the variable <( , 
which in the function W is not subjected to differentiation. The 
resemblance of Eqs. (2.28) to curl equations is raw more transparent. 

A convenient way of integrating the system of Eqs.(2.28) 
consists in using iterative series expansions in terms of the two-body 
coupling constants. For bounded two-body potentials and weak coupling cons
tants the former can be considered as first-order quantities ; then the 
U's can be considered, as Indicated by Eqs. (2.28), as being second-order 
quantities. To lowest order the right-hand sides of Eqs. (2.28) are 
given by the V*s alone ; furthermore, due to Eqs. (2.23) they satisfy 
the relations : 

[ £ , [ V , \ ] ] + cyclic perm.(i,j,k) s 0 , (2-29) 

which permit the integration of Eqs.(2.28) to this order. At the n t n 

iteration the right-hand sides of Eqs.(2.28) also satisfy analogous rela
tions to (2.29) to the (n+l) t h order of the coupling constants (see 
appendix B) which guarantee the consistency of the iterative method. The 
details of the integration of Eqs.(2.28) are presented in appendix B. We 
present below the formal general solution of Eqs. (2.28) which 1s compati
ble with separability and which is symmetrized in form with respect to the 
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constituent particles of the system. 
We define : 

2.30) 

-f 
( l * * $**-*) > ( 2- 3 1 ) 

where the indices *« <> are different from each other and from i and 
U To the accuracy of each order of the iteration, the A/.,.,^...* 's 
are independent of the variables x * ~ (nt = 1 t ) and they satisfy 
for the set of Indices i,j,n + kt ,..., k. ( £ fixed) relations 
analogous to Rels.(2.29). 

He then define the symmetrized form of the N.-j, % ...̂  's 
by taking all the permutations of the indices kf k and summing 
over all such indices (with fixed ( ) other than i and j : 

N* = Zf*^ V'-V • ( 2 3 2 ) 
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(In the above sum a given Nj{f ^ ... * with definite indices 

arid a definite order of the latter occurs only once). 

/y\. satisfy 1n turn the recursion formulae : 

\.» 

*Al,. (2.33) 

(N - the number of the particles of the system). 

The formal solution of Eqs.(2.28), with the properties mentioned 

above, is then given by the formulae : 

*"" (2.34) 

A' = ("-*-*>! ' . (2.3B, 
N NI ' 

The lower bounds of the integrations in the above formulae, 

the x* t- 0 's, are Poincaré invariant and chosen to be independent of 

any of the longitudinal variables X w ; (m = 1 N ; m t i). A natural 

choice for **«,» is the one which generalizes the equation of the 

hyperplane ^ %t- ° usually met in two-body problems and in which 

dynamical expressions are often simplified [8,11,13-16]. In the present 

case the hyperplanes to be considered are defined by the equations : 

f> • f = 0 , (2.36) 

and x £ ; 0 takes the value : 
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In the intersection of the (N-l) hyperplanes (2.36) 
(k = 1.....N ; k M ; i fixed) the function W. vanishes. Notice that the 
separability condition requires the choice of Cauchy hypersurfaces (2.36) 
defined by two-body variables alone. 

The behavior of the functions H in the non-relativistic 
limit (taking Into account the constraints) can be studied from the formulae 
(2.30)-(2.37). The integrands are generated by the Poisson brackets [v,v] 
and are of the same order in C as the latter. Each V is of order c 
(see Rel. (2.22) and the remark following it), but the Poisson bracket yields 

-* 
a multiplicative factor which is of order c (the right-hand side in 
(2.1) possesses a factor c ). On the other hand the integration variables 
and the boundaries of the integrals are of order c (there is a factor 

c~ in the right-hand sides of (2.27)) which Implies that the W's are of 
-z order c . This result is valid for central-like potentials (2.21) ; for 

two-body potentials of the general form (2.19) and still behaving in the 
•t o 

non-relat1v1stic limit as C , the corresponding W's are then of order c. 
The potentials which survive in the non-relativistic 

limit are those which are of order c . Therefore in the non-relativistic 
limit the entire interaction reduces to a sum of two-body interactions. 
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2.3 - Separability 

The separability property of the interaction potentials 
can be studied from Eqs.{2.24) or from the solutions (2.30)-(2.37). The 
function W* Is generated by Poisson brackets of the V.'s (j t i) with V^. 
If the two-body potentials V ^ (for all j; 1 fixed) vanish then U { will 
satisfy t.ne differential equations 

(2.38) 

which contain the null solution in W 1 and solutions in the W.'s (j jt i) 
which are independent of the variables of particle i. An appropriate choice 
of the Cauchy conditions imposed upon the general solutions of Eqs.(2.28) 
can then guarantee the separability property. The solutions given in 
formulae (2.30)-(2.37) possess this property. This can be seen from the 
following observation. 

The vanishing of the generating functions of w\ implies 
through the solution (2.30)-(2.37) that of W, itself. On the other hand the 
coordinates of particle 1 are present in the other U's through the two-body 
potentials V^j (i fixed) alone (and also through W^, but this also depends 
only on the V^'s) ; since these have vanished no trace of particle i 
variables remains in the other particle potentials and constraints. 

(Separability will be realized if the integration variables 
of the differential equations are chosen in a compatible v;ay with 1t. Those 
which we use are evidently compatible with separability for they are 
two-body variables corresponding to the particle indices of a given equation). 

The system of mass constraints (2.3) then separates into 
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two independent subsystems, the first one being 

and the second one being analogous to (2.3) and containing the (N-l) remaining 

particle variables (but not those of i). The functions Wj of the cluster 

containing the (N-1) particles have the same expressions as in (2.30)-(2.37) 

with N (number of the particles) replaced by (N-1). This result can also be 

obtained directly from the formulae (2.30)-(2.37) by noticing that if one 

e 
of the particles of the system is switched-off, then the functions Mii 
satisfy the following "reduction" formulae : 

Ï 
,n-t,»-t \ (2.40) 

( Mti - e ) J 

where the right superscripts designate the number of the particles of the 

system and one has also to take into account the following property of the 

factors A H (2.3S) : 

F f** A*" 
(2.41) 

Since the Poincarê algebra realization in r N is simply 

the direct product of all individual particle realizations, then the 

separability property of the Poincarê algebra realization in rjjj follows. 

Notice that for the latter result to be valid one has to choose time 

constraints (2.5) which are compatible with separability ; this is in general 

possible (for instance the equal-time constraints (2.7) satisfy this 

condition). 

Obviously the above result about the separability of the 

system can be readily generalized to the case of more complicated clusters. 
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Let us stress that the separability property of the 

Poincarê algebra realization is valid even for long-range potentials (i.e. 

•\£, (u j —s, y7. for y,..-»» and 0 ^t tf i/i ), the reason 

being that the integration of the differential equations does not sufficien

tly enhance the right-hand sides of the corresponding equations. However 

we shall see in Subsect. 3.4 that the position variable expressions do not 

satisfy an analogous property for long-range potentials. 

Finally we shall show in St/bsect. 3.4 that simultaneously 

large space-like values of q^. {for all i belonging to a first cluster 

and all j belonging to a second cluster) are equivalent to simultaneously 

large space-like values of the relative time-position variables Xi, , and 

hence the space-like limits f{,-*°° actually correspond to physical 

separations to large relative distances of the corresponding particles. 
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2.4 - General classes of separable interactions 

So far we have confined ourselves to the construction of 

N-body systems whose interactions are generated by basic two-body potentials, 

in the sense that all the many-body interactions of the system are determined 

by the two-body ones. It is possible to generalize the above interactions 

in order to also include Interactions generated by irreducible p-body 

( / > > / ) potentials, the meaning of the word "irreducible" being that such 

potentials cannot be expressed as a sum of potentials each of them depending 

on a number of particles smaller than p. In this subsection we sketch the 

way such Interactions can be incorporated into Poincaré invariant systems. 

Let us begin with a three-body Poincaré invariant syitem, 

which has been constructed by the methods developed in the previous subsec

tions. Let us add to the designation of the mass constraints H,- (1=1,2,3} 

so far used the label (3,2) -h\|' * '- where 3 indicates the number of 

the particles of the system and 2 the two-body nature of the generating 

potentials of the interactions. The Poincaré invariance condition being 

represented by Eqs.(2.4) : 

[ H, , Hj « 0 , (2.42) 

H| * ' satisfy these equations : 

r ./**• ..C».*»i 

L «I » ty J = « , (il - 1,2,3) . (2.43) 
We can now modify the mass constraints H Ï 3 , 2 ' ((2.3), 

(2.14), (2.15))by adding to them a common term wj?| : 

H?'« H | M , + H " i ~ ° ' f1'1'2-3) • <*•«*> 
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The mass constraints (2.44) must satisfy the Poincarê 

invariance conditions (2.42) ; furthermore Hi ' ', though not being now 

constraints, still satisfy, by construction, Eqs. (2.43) ; then Eqs. (2.42) 

and (2.44) imply : 

[Hf' 1- Hj'l> / V £ ' ] = O , 0 J - 1,2,3) . { 2 . 4 5 ) 

One thus gets a system of two quasi-linear homogeneous 

equations, which are compatible among themselves (this can be seen by taking 

the Poisson brackets of Eqs. (2.45) with the quantities ( H ? ' 1 ' - H ( ^ ' ' J ) , 

£ , » > • = 1,2,3, and using Jacobi identity and Eqs. (2.43)). Because of their 

homogeneity these equations can only put restrictions on the arguments of 

the function w' ', which must depend on the three particle variables, but 

otherwise they leave its functional form undetermined ; the function w' ' 

Is therefore almost arbitrary. It is the relativistic analog of a non-

relativistic irreducible three-body potential, although one can choose it 

such that it vanishes in the non-relativistic limit. Separability will be 

satisfied provided w' ' vanishes if one of the three particles is removed 

to infinity. 

One can now try to generalize the above scheme to four-

body systems. Here one has the usual HJ * ' terms, generated by the two-body 

potentials (notice that because of the separability property the Hi » ' 

representations are contained in Hi ' ' : by removing the fourth particle 

to infinity H ( 4 » Z ) gives back H ! 3 , 2 ) ) , which satisfy Rels.(2.42) : 

and also terms of the type wj?j[ which are solutions of Eqs.(2.45) for the 
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system 1,j,k and which depend only on the variables of particles i.j.k. 

One then has the mass constraints : 

(2.47) 

• ïî(4> 
The three-body irreducible potentials W:./ do no longer 

ensure for HJ ' Rels.(2.42) and this is the reason why four-body terms 

Wj ' are necessary ; these will then satisfy the system of equations : 

(2.48) 

which are of the same type as Eqs.(2.24) and can be integrated by analogous 

methods. Notice that WJ ' are still of the irreducible three-body type, since 

they are generated essentially by the three-body potentials w?X and vanish 

with them. They are the analogs of the functions U { in Rels.(2.3), (2.14)-

(2.15). 

However H} ' are not the most general four-body mass 

constraints. One can add to the H's a new four-body common term will. : 

In view of Eqs. (2.42), and taking into account the fact 

mselves satisi 

of the homogeneous equations : 

that the i^'s themselves satisfy the latter, w{*' has to be the solution 

I #"- %", W£ ] = O , (US - 1 4, , (2.50) 



which are compatible among themselves and put only restrictions on the 

arguments of Wjîi. and leave its functional form arbitrary. The mass cons

traints can now be written in the form : 

H^'B H4'*
,J-r W/ M'- W W *0 , (2.5!) 

where w{ • ' designates that part of the potential which 1s generated by 

the irreducible three-body potentials (it is the sum of the second and 

third terms of the right-hand side of Rel. (2.47)) and V^ is the irreduci

ble four-body potential (solution of Eqs.(2.50)}. Again w' ' can be 

chosen so as to satisfy the separability requirement : It must vanish 

whenever one of the four particles is removed to infinity. 

This construction can obviously be generalized to any 

N-body system. We shall have in that case : 

(2.52) 

where H*jN' satisfy Eqs.(2.42) and W ( N ) equations : 

£H t<">_H;
N\W t M ,] = 0 , (1.J-1 N) . (2.53) 

Then H ! N ) are solutions of Eqs.{2.42). As usual H | N ' 2 ' 

represents that part of the mass constraint Hi ' which is generated by 

the two-body potentials, and wj *''' the potentials of the irreducible p-body 

type. Thus in general any N-body separable system may contain a new 

irreducible N-body potential 

W(N) 

which is not present in the (N-l)-body 

system and is almost arbitrarily chosen (provided it is separable in the 
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sense that it vanishes when one of the N particles is removed to infinity). 
It 1s evident that as far as Poincaré Invariance is concerned the interactions 
generated i>y the two-body potentials (contained in Hi * ') form a closed 
system and the presence of potentials of higher irreducibility is not 
needed. The situation changes when one introduces the additional requirement 
of Einstein causality. As we shall see in Subsect. 2.5, for configurations 
of particles with a number greater than a critical number within a volume 
determined by the range of the potentials, Einstein causality may be violated 
if interactions generated by two-body potentials only are present. It appears 
that in that case the presence of higher irreducible p-body terms H| N ,P', 
as well as u' ', are necessary, at least for such configurations, i.e. at 
very short distances between several particles, to maintain the velocities 
of the particles smaller than the velocity of light. These additional 
terms may also be so chosen as to not provide contributions in the non-
relativistic limit. 

Henceforward we shall call "a potential of the irreducible 
p-body type" any global potential (for instance W> , p' above, (2.52) or 
V i (2.14a-b))which is generated by an initial ansatz of a sum of irreducible 
p-body potentials. 

Such a potential can also te represented in a field 
theoretic framework- A typical Feynman diagram corresponding to a potential 
of the irreducible p-body type is the one in which p particles of the 
N-particle system are mutually (two-by-two) connected via exchange (virtual) 
particles. The remaining (N-p) particles of the system are eventually 
connected to these P particles and also to each other, but 1n such a diagram 
one cannot find more than p particles which are mutually (two-by-two) 
connected. 
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2.5 - Positivity conditions on the interaction masses squared 

For scalar potentials, as is the case here, one expects 
that the Einstein causality condition, which requires that the particles 
possess velocities always smaller than the velocity of light, be intimately 
related to the positivity property of the Interaction masses squared . Although 
the connection between the four-velocities V£ and the four-momenta k is 
not straightforward (the no-Interaction theorem prevents us from giving a 
direct physical meaning to the momenta />. ), a time-like property of the 
latter is expected to represent one of the necessary conditions in view of 
ensuring causality. This Is also seen by noticing that, in a manifestly 
covariant theory, 1n order to define proper times which are in a one-to-one 
correspondence with the time components of the four-component coordinates 
(monotonically increasing with them) one needs the presence of time-like four-
vectors, which most naturally should be represented by the four-momenta. 
This feature also guarantees the time-like property of the total four-
momentum j> . These are the reasons why we shall impose (in FH ) the 
positivity conditions on the interaction masses squared f>. (1 = 1 N). 
We shall deal with the Einstein causality problem in Subsect.3.3. 

In the two-particle case positivity conditions are rather 
easily realized by a simple kinematic choice of the e zeroth-order 
terms of two-body potentials ( \fr in (2.22)). By choosing 111] : 

V / " = fyfMp1' £. -constant > 1 , (2.54) 

one can ensure positivity of f{ and f>, in TJ, for all values of 
th'j phase space variables and the free masses, and for any kinds of potentials. 
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Notice that for separable potentials, V!< (2.54) provides sizable con
tributions only at short interparticle distances ; also it does not modify 
the non-relativist1c behaviour of the interaction, which is entirely governed 
by the linear term k>, V f f (2-22). 'V V In the N > 2 case a similar method should also be 
applied, but it will prove to be more complicated. Let us first work rith 
interactions generated by the two-body potentials alone, and seek to what 
extent they can ensure positivlty. f>. is then given by (2.3), (2.14), 
(2.15) : 

£* « i*.* + X + ^ (2.55) 

For weak coupling constants perturbation expansions 
are valid as far as the number of particles within the volume r. surroun
ding particle i, where f, is the mean range of the two-body potentials 
"\Z. , is much smaller than a critical number, which could be 

«., ~ -23JL- ( ar — i — ) ; (2.56) 

where y». and X respectively represent mean values of the free masses 
and of the coupling constants. Then the magnitude of the two-body term V,-
will be smaller than tn. , and the many-body term Ti£- will in turn be 
smaller than I Y . I and f>. will remain positive. 

t There are two ways for reinforcing the positivity of p. , 
„fti for any sign of the two-body potentials \A. (2.22), by following 

the method adopted in the two-particle case. One can choose the relativistic 
two-body potentials ~Ve; of the form given in (2.22), (2.54) ; then T£ is : 
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The second term of the right-hand side of Rel. (2.57) which is 
of zeroth order in C , does not contribute in the non-relativistic limit ; 
also it is of second order in the coupling constants and hence does not 
drastically modify "V% . However the choice (2.S7) of T f does not ensure 
positivity of h»t. •* "Vf for any N ; in particular for densities of 
particles greater than K e (2.56) the first term in the right-hand side 
of (2.57) may become dominant in front of mj and if it is negative it 
can violate the positivity of pf. On the other hand one cannot choose the 
coefficients Jf.. very large (for instance of the order of i/MjOtherwise 

the corresponding terms would (numerically) provide sizeable contributions 
in the non-relativistic theory and the procedure would simply amount to 
choosing repulsive potentials V^j. 

ft more elaborate method consists in choosing V^ of the 
form : 

» * fj.nai (2.58) 

Such a choice obviously keeps m\ * V i positive for any vi?' and without 
modifying the non-relat1v1stic interaction. However with the crossed terms 
2.Vtt vf t , V^ do no longer satisfy Rels.(2.Z3) and therefore they 
modify the equations defining the W's, adding to them new contributions of 
second order. Actually the procedure amounts to redefining the W's such 
that : 
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and searching for solutions in the H's. However, this procedure, even if it 
improves the posltlvity of a part of p* • does not completely solve the 
problem. When the number of the particles around particle i Decrees greater 
than the critical number n c (2.56), the validity of perturbation expansions 
breaks down and Wj [or U.) itself becomes of the same order as V̂  ; further
more WJ (W.) does not have a well defined sign, even if V { has, and therefore 
it can change the sign of p^. 

It then appears that for high densities of particles 
(n £, n c within the range r.) one needs to introduce the potentials of the 
irreducible p-body type of Subsect. 2.4. Since for any N-particle system 
one can always add to the interaction terms an arbitrary potential 
(2.52) (the only restrictions being placed on its functional arguments;, 
it is possible to choose it positive so that it ensures the positivity of 
all the p*'s (it should certainly depend on the V..'s and Ik's). This 
procedure could actually be adopted starting from the very beginning of 
three-particle systems and generalizing to N-particle systems, so that it 
guarantees the positivity conditions for any number of particles asid any 
configurations of them. As was outlined in Subsect. 2.4 these potentials 
can be chosen in a compatible way with separability. It is this procedure 
which represents the generalization of the method adopted in the two-particle 
case, by adding the term vj*' (2.54) to fljV,-]0' (2.22). As is clear from 
the types of the separable potentials and the previous discussion, these 
additional irreducible p-body separable potentials (p > 2) play an important 
role only for high densities of particles and at very short inter*article 
distances ; for sufficiently low densities or equivalents at large 
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separation distances they become negligible in front of m? + V- which alone 
guarantees positivity of p*. Also notice that like V|V , they do not 

contribute in the non-relatlvistic limit (they can be chosen such). Therefore 
as far as one works with particle configurations satisfying the density 
condition n<fcn (within the range r Q) one can simply neglect, for practical 
calculations, these higher order terms. 

In summary, one disposes of the possibility of ensuring 
the positivity of the interaction masses squared of the particles of the 
system. This is realized in general by the presence of the set of all poten
tials of the irreducible p-body type. However as far as one stays in the 
domain of validity of perturbation expansions, the interactions generated 
by the two-body potentials (2.57) provide a satisfactory solution to the 
problem. 



3. POSITION VARIABLES 

3.1 - World-line invariance 

After having built up a realization of the Poincarê algebra 

for the system under study, the next task in the way of formulating classical 

mechanics is to define the variables which represent the positions and 

velocities of the particles. Since velocity variables are obtained from 

the position variables by the action on these cf the corresponding time 

displacement generator, it Is, therefore, the construction of position 

variables which represents the major difficulty in this question. 

Ue assume that the particles under consideration are point

like. Therefore the world-lines traced by them define successions of space-

time events and hence are invariant under changes of the modes of their 

observation or description. Time-position variables should then be 

constructed in accordance with the world-line invariance condition. 

Let us now formulate in a more explicit way this condition 

(see also Ref.[4] and Ref. [3] , chs.21,16). Let tj designate the observa

tion time of particle i defined by a space-like surface in the four-

dimensional space of time-position four-vectors of particle i : 

tt = %(*<) • (3.1) 

We designate by X<«(£;) *.ne time-position four-

vector of particle i at time t,-. Ue assumevthat under transformations of the 

Poincarê group it transforms as a space-time event. For infinitesimal 

transformations, characterized by the parameters (- SA... ) £<*>*»/} ) 
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XiH undergoes, to f i r s t order, the following modification : 

(3.2) 
x , , ^ ) — KiH(t't) = xult<) * % + F-i,, Xi*<*i> 

On the other hand the time tj changes as follows : 

t, -+ &:• = 4 - <r^ «/" -t **+, * / " , (3-3) 

where • 

3 ''" (3.4) 

Taking into account the transformation law (3.3) of the 

time ti, one gets the modification of the form of x,1, at fixed time : 

*;,<**)- x, v^«,; = J*, - ft**? M - ^ «f ^ * * w 

_ / « sr"-J^dîd , (3.5) 

These formulae then yield the action of the Poincarê group 

generators on the time-position variables : 

LV *,«]*= *< - v -Sf - ' <3-6) 

[ Mr„ . x,J* = fa xlf. - ̂ *,J + (s,tm - stp/. ) iS*. . 
(3.7) 
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The determination of the position variables then amounts 
to finding functions of the canonical variables which satisfy these equa
tions, after having found the Hamiltonian which generates the displacements 
in t ? (in order to evaluate 4Xi/4k()-

There are essentially two different ways of searching 
for solutions to Eqs. (3.6)-(3.7) ; they depend on the type of the time 
parameters of the theory. The first method is relevant to a formalism which 
uses several independent time parameters, as many as there are particles, 
each one related to the world-line of a particle and it is called the 
multi-time formalism [9]. The second method is relevant to a formalism 
which uses a single time parameter representing the evolution parameter 
related to the observer of the system and which we could call the 
observation time formalism ; the latter is most commonly used 1n its parti
cular form of the equal-time formalism. In the following we describe 
these two formalisms. 
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3.1.1 - MuH^-^ime_fo_raa2ism 

The formalism which uses several Independent time parame
ters hinges on the observation that the world-line traced by a point-like 
particle can be parametrized by a single time parameter and therefore such 
a world-line should be independent of the time parameters associated with 
the world-lines of the other particles present in the system. This also 
means that the above world-11ne is invariant with respect to arbitrary 
reparametrizations of the world-lines of the other particles (it is also, 
of course, invariant under modifications of the definition of its own time 
parameter). 

If we designate by 2y the time parameter associated 
with the particle j world-line (j = 1,...,N) and by xiK the time-
position four-vector of particle i (i = 1 N ) , then we can summarize 
the above statements by the following formulae : 

Xtr S Xtr (rj , (3.8) 

-i_-X 4 > <*.) = <» . (j*0 ' (3-9) 
V 

Once the generators of the time displacements of the theory 
are defined, the position variables will then be searched for as being 
the solutions of the above equations. We shall show below that solutions 
of Eqs. (3.8)-(3.9) are also solutions of Eqs. (3.6)-(3.7), once the 
observation times of the particles are fixed. (Notice that the time parame
ters appearing in formulae (3.8)-(3.9) have rather an intrinsic meaning 
related to the world-lines, whereas those appearing in formulae (3.6)-(3.7) 
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have a direct physical meaning related to the observation times of the 
particles). The multi-time formalism was initially developed by Droz-Vincent 
[9] ; it is equivalent to the formalism which uses "predictivity conditions" 
in manifestly covariant Newtonian theories [30]. 

In order to put formulae (3.8)-(3.9) in Hamiltonian 
form, one has to find the generators of the displacements in the ^ ' s . 
Since these generators operate on time parameters which are independent 
from each other, then they should have vanishing actions on each other and 
also they should preserve the mass constraints (2.3) in time. On the other 
hand one already disposes of N quantities which satisfy these requirements : 
these are the N mass constraints Hj (2.3) themselves, which, by construction, 
are first-class among themselves (2.4). Therefore they can be interpreted 
as generators, by means of the Poisson bracket, of displacements of inde
pendent time parameters. The latter can be defined by means of N time 
constraints : 

X; S Jt. (f,fi) - -Ze ~ 0 , C'=* ,») , ( 3 - 1 0 > 

which should satisfy the following relations : 

[H c , X;] ttty , (3-11) 

which in turn imply the conservation in time of the constraints X : 

9 

{ 3 l^zi : derivation with respect to the explicit dependence on V.). 

The compatibility of Rels.(3.11) c--... be checked by taking 
their Poisson brackets with the H's, using Jacobi identity and Rels.(3.11) 
again. One finds that the following relations should hold for any 1,j,k : 
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CC He, H j , %k2 ~0, (3.12) 

which show that Rels.(2.4) must be valid in a strong sense6: 

[He , H ; ] = 0 . (3.12a) 

Rels. (3.8)-(3.9) can then be written In the following 
form : 

Jx. [«*,*<-] = ̂ -*f- ' (»JM )• (3.13) 

The velocity JKi/Jti- must itself be independent of 
the other time parameters V, (j t i) ; the compatibility of Rels. 
(3.13), which is guaranteed by the strong validity of Rels.(3.12a),ensures 
this property. 

One can now search for X,-« by starting from a 
general covariant expression in the phase space 7^, , where its transforma
tion properties with respect to the Poincaré group generators are : 

(3.14) 

The compatibility of these relations with Eqs.(3.13) 
is evident. X;« can then be decomposed in the following way (taking also 
into account its behaviour under the parity and time reversal operations): 

*'" " ?<* + ̂  "* ^ + f L* t" ' (3'15i 

where â .- and b^. are Poincaré invariant functions of the canonical variables . 
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Then X 1 < ( must be a solution of the (N-l) equations (3.13) for j * i, 

the N t n equation, corresponding to j = 1, serving to define the velocity 
variables. The existence of solutions to these equations follows from their 
compatibility for the various j and various « (this is a consequence 
of the compatibility of Eqs. (3.14) with (3.13)) and also from the fact 
that for a fixed j( f i). Eq. (3.13) can yield at most a system of (2N-1) 
quasi-linear first-order partial differential equations for the (2N-1) 
unknown functions a and b, which is then of the determined type 131] . 

Let us now assume that solutions to Eqs.(3.13) have been 
found for all the particles. One can then choose the time parameters of 
the theory at will (not necessarily those defined in (3.10)-(3.11)), provided 
each of them, associated with a given particle, is constructed from the 
position variables of that particle. In this case the corresponding time 
constraints will automatically be solutions of equations of the type (3.11) 
and will define time parameters which are independent from each other. 
These time constraints can be written in the form : 

•^ (3.16) 

pt = ; , cxt ) > 

and, due to the fact that xe is a solution of Eqs.(3.13) (for j t i), they 
satisfy the relations : 

C Ht, X , ] = % <<« , (*.J • ».....«) . < 3- 1 7' 
where A,, represent the entries of the matrix S S C H i X 3 which is now 
diagonal (as well as its Inverse C). 
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The equations of motion with respect to the new time 

parameters t.* read : 

•^---^-^/H,,] , (3.18) 

(3.19) 

Furthermore, as expected, the time constraints are conserved 

in time, since one has : 

"fx = Ç(-£-f«r'*J *•!£•' *° '(320) 

( à/**t : derivation with respect to the explicit dependence on t^). 

We now check whether the solutions Xt- of Eqs.(3.13)-(3.14) 

together with the time constraints (3.16) do satisfy the world-line invariance 

equations (3.6)-(3.7). To this end we replace in the left-hand sides of 

Eqs. (3.6)-(3.7) the Dirac brackets in terms of the Poisson brackets and 

the entries of the matrix C (Rels.(2.9)-(2.10),(2.13)). We find, after 

using Rels. (3.17)-(3.18), the relations : 

J*,* 
(3.21) 

d Xi* 

(3.22) 

which yield the right-hand sides of Rels.(3.6)-(3.7), since the brackets 

[£.,%,•] and [M,., ,V-t[ just represent the quantities *fy. and 
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(sttf. - *h, ) ' b e c a u s e Y-i is constructed from the position 
variables x, alone (1 fixed), (3.16), and the latter satisfy in 'J, 
the covariance relations (3.14). Therefore solutions of Eqs.(3.13)-(3.14) 
are, after the appropriate choice of the time constraints of the type (3.16), 
solutions of Eqs.(3.6)-(3.7). 

The advantage of the multi-time formalism lies In the fact 
that it yields time-position variables in a fully covariant form (3.14)-
(3.15), and independently fron the particular choice of the time parameters 
of the theory ; the latter are fixed after the time-position variables are 
obtained. Its drawback comes from the fact that the time parameters are 
not "kinematically" fixed, that is they have not simple expressions in 
terms of the canonical variables and rather they are functions of dynamical 
quantities such as X, (Eqs.(3.10)-(3.11) or (3.16)). 
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3.1.2 - Observation £ime_formaJ_ism 

Instead of working with several intrinsic time parameters 
associated with the particle world-lines, it is also possible to describe 
the evolution of the system by means of a single time parameter t repre
senting the evolution parameter of the observer of the system. In that 
case the observation times t̂  (i = 1 N) of the particles are functions 
of t. In general each tj can have a specific definition with a preestablis-
hed form in terms of the canonical variables. Usually t* is defined by 
means of a space-like surface 9., in the coordinate space of 
particle i : 

Xi S &(%•) - frf X 0 • (3-23) 

On the other hand the time t Is defined for all the parti
cles by the same space-like surface J in the coordinate space of each 
particle : 

t = } Cf..) , (is 1. ••• , M) • (3-243) 

Upon introducing three orthogonal surfaces jl^ (f,-) , 
a = 1,2,3, to 9(f{) a t t n e point q^, and expressing q { in terms of 
M and A one win have : 

i>{ (%) - X C 9(1tf' &.(*:$> (3.24b) 

which gives the relative evolution law of the parameters tj with respect 

2iL = 2̂ L -JgL.^.) . (3.24C) 
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We should stress at this point that, although it Is simpler 
on practical grounds to take all the times tj equal to t. this is not» 
in fact, a theoretical necessity. One can consistently describe the evo
lution of the system with different observation tines for each particle, 
but related to each other with definite rules (3.24a-c). Furthermore, 
considering at an initial stage the times t i different from each other 
allows an easier determination of the Hamiltonian of the system. 

In the non-relativistic limit the surfaces p . , J should 
of course reduce to the same type of hyperplanes defined by the equations 
*»•= ft,/' * *t, ' ('= *'-'H> > 9(rf)= Tt./c t t„ <;r*+ (6t.-6*), 
where t i t ,t. are constants, but one could still choose the t,'s 
different from each other by taking ti% :££. . 

Coining now back to the time constraints (3.23), we notice 
that because t1 represents the observation time of particle i, one should 
also have : 

3, C*0 K it , (3-25) 

where Xt represents the time-position four-vector of particle i at 
time t.j. 

With the time constraints fixed by now. (3.23), one has 
to search for the position variables as solutions of Eqs.(3.6)-(3.7). To 
this end it is also necessary to find the generators of the time displa
cements in order to evaluate the velocities which appear in the right-hand 
sides. Since all the time parameters t. are themselves functions of a 
single time parameter t, Eqs.(3.24), one actually deals with a single 
Hamiltonian H which generates the displacements in t ; the generators of 
total displacements in each of the time parameters t { are related to H. 
It is worth noticing that although the observation time of particle i 
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is given by tj, Rel.(3.25), this does not mean that Xj is a function 

of t̂  alone ; it is a function of t and, through it, it also depends 

on the other time para^ters t. (/'#*)• Therefore one has : 

*t« = Xi, (*,"••' *•.•-•••.*,...., tN ) = XtK U) • (3.26) 

The total derivative of X* , considered as a function of 

the canonical variables, with respect to t can be written as : 

f/X(, _ y **t* *fy (3.27) 

IT ~ pi >'/ >* 

where *X/ /*y is the partial derivative of x- with respect to y , 

the other parameters being held fixed and 1t//*f is given by 

Rels. (3.24a-c). The total derivative of x f with respect to £• will 

be : 

—7- - -77—/ sf ( 3 ' Z 8 ) 

«/*.- ~ -it 

We now seek the total Hamiltonlan H which generates the 

displacement 1n t. Me first observe that, as far as the times tj are 

measured by means of curved surfaces, H cannot be expressed in a simple 

form in terms of the translation subgroup generators 2 j . of the 

Poincaré group. The latter are expressed with respect to a (global) fixed 

rectilinear coordinate system, while the generator of the displacements 

orthogonal to the curved surface should be expressed with respect to a 

moving (and varying) coordinate system on that surface. Therefore one 

has to go back to the original phase space F l and construct first there 

the generators of the displacements of the curved surfaces orthogonal 

to themselves. The details cf the construction are presented in appendix C. 
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However, one can by-pass this construction and guess rather easily the 
result. We first need to know the generators of the displacements in 
t̂  ,(C~i, ••• , N ) , each t̂  being considered as Independent from the 
others. We saw in Subsect. 3.1.1. that the mass constraints H^ (2.3) 
can be interpreted as generators of displacements in independent time 
parameters ^ . Therefore one expects that the generator H! of the 
displacement in tj is a linear combination of the H's , with coefficients 
depending on the definition of tj. One easily finds that H! is given 
by the formula : 

H,' = £ V Hf , (3.29) 

c-. being the entries of the inverse of the matrix CH,X],,and -t 
satisfies the required relations : 

£ » * » * / ] ~ **" ' <"'"'/ = * - • ' " ) • (3.30) 

Because of the strong vanishing of the Poisson brackets 
[ Hi, Hf'] . the Hamlltonians HJ , (>'a f,-,H), also satisfy 
the compatibility conditions to being interpreted as generators of 

g 
finite Independent displacements in the tj's . Furthermore, since they 
are explicitly independent of the parameters t.- , (fzt,....N),me can 
conclude that H' are time independent. 

The Hamiltonian H of the total displacement in t will 
then be given, according to formulae (3.27), (3.24c), by : 
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while the generator of the total displacement in t i is : 

and 

•$£ % f»i ,**J • (3-33) 
The Hamiltonlan of the system being now found, one replaces 

in the right-hand sides of Eqs.(3.6)-(3.7) the derivative «/*«/*•«• 
by the Poisson bracket f/f,',x,vj and the quantities u and s by their 
definitions in terms of Xf (formulae (3.4)). One then searches for 
solutions to these equations in Xt . Notice that, because of the 
introduction in phase space of some priviledged directions, defined by 
the time surfaces, the general expression of *<• in terms of the canonical 
variables will also depend (locally) on these particular directions. It 
is clear, however, that the world-lines will be intrinsically independent 
of the t>.'s , that is they will be invariant under changes of 5,- • 
This is a direct consequence of world-line invariance (actually it 
defines the latter) implemented by means of Eqs.(3.6)-(3.7) . 

In the following, for the analysis of Eqs.(3.6)-(3.7), we 
shall confine ourselves to the simplest case where all the time surfaces 
are space-like hyperplanes defined by the same normal unit time-like 
four-vector n and where all the times t̂  are equal to t. This brings 
us to the instant form of the equal-time formalism. In this case the 
physical interpretation of many dynamical quantities and of the time 
constraints becomes more transparent. 

The time constraints are now : 
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Xc S " " ? , - * . • « °, (*'= 1- •••'"> , (3.34) 

(;• s 4 , (t= i, •• ,H) , (3.35) 

with the additional conditions on xt- : 

»»•*« X* , (i'-1. -•• ,n ) • (3.36) 

The Hamilton!an is : 

H = 2- c.v M, (3.37) 

but it can now also be expressed in terms of the translation generators 
Sf. of the Poincaré group as operating via the Dirac brackets ; 1t is 
related to the quantity n.P. 

We now analyze the integrability conditions of Eqs.(3.6)-
(3.7), which have become : 

\2f> . X̂ lt-lj = ̂  - V -jf~ , (3.38) 

f / V , «,« IH] * = ̂ „ Jy« -f„ *,. <*>) (3.39) 

Upon introducing three unit space-likj four-vectors e a 

(a = l,2,3);orthagona1 to n, Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39) can be written, 
after replacement of the quantities h . 4x, /•(!• in (3.39) by their 
expressions taken from (3.38), as : 
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[»-f »**.]*» \- ty > (3.40) 
[e*. £,xj\ = e„* , C**i.i,i), (**•» *°)J (3.41) 

[>,.„, X,J s Xq.[£r,Xf*1 - x^LSf. , X.-J* (3-42) 
Eq.(3.40) yields an identity if one replaces <ix,/Jtby 

its expression (3.33),(3.32),(3.35),(3.37). Consequently, it is Eqs. 
(3.41)-(3.42) which can give any new information about x 4 • In view 
of searching for solutions to these equations, which strictly are valid 
when the constraints (and more particularly the time constraints (3.34)-
(3.35)) are used, it is convenient to start from a general expression 
of x ( < valid in the unconstrained phase space T N . It is then 
natural to assume that there X,-» 1s a Lorentz four-vector, covariantly 
depending upon the vector n, and possessing the usual behaviour under 
translations. These properties can be summarized by the following 
equations : 

[l r .*«]=;,.« ' (3-43) 

(3.44) 
where ^ / * r t ( * designates the derivation with respect to the explicit 
dependence on n in I N. Taking also into account the behaviour of the 
time-position four-vectors under the parity and time-reversal operations, 
the general expression of X £ in V» becomes : 
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* *- * Ç, ** V + ?" V t<+ 4 n* ' (3- .45) 

,>( - — - " 
where the functions a,b,d are Poincarê invariant functions (in 7*N) of 

the phase space variables and n (see also footnote 7). On the other 

hand Eq.(3.36), valid in 7!,* , can also be continued into 7^ ; such 

a continuation is, of course, not unique and we choose the following one : 

' )#« * V 

which means that the relation 

Z.fy-$ +«4 -• < 3- 4 7> 

must hold strongly. 

The 1ntegrab1lity of Eqs.(3.38)-(3.39) is now equivalent 

to that of Eqs.(3.41)-(3.44) together with the ansatz (3.45)-(3.46). The 

compatibility of Eqs.(3.41)-(3.42) can be verified by taking the Dirac 

brackets of these equations with £p. and/or H^r , using Jacobi identity 

and Eqs.(3.41)-(3.42) again. Because 2^ and M^. satisfy the 

Polneare algebra in 7** > one finds identities. To cheek the 

compatibility of Eq.(3.46) with Eqs.(3.41)-(3.42) one multiplies the 

latter by K,, and uses Eq.(3.46). Since the quantities h>f. and *•%, 

define the constraints (3.34) and since the latter are preserved by the 

Oirac bracket one also finds identities. The compatibility of Eqs. 

(3.43)-(3.44) with Eq.(3.46) 1s obvious. 

! 
In order to check the!compatibility of Eqs.(3.43)-(3.44) 

with Eqs.(3.41)-(3.42) one first has to write down the Oirac brackets 

in terms of the Poisson brackets and then take the Poisson bracket of 
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Eqs.(3.41)-(3.42) with î j and/or MAe.. The Poisson bracket with 

Pj. yields identities and similarly the Poisson bracket of Fq.(i 11) 

with MAr (notice that [ t* Ï , x f < 1 ] = [ «."".J, x,-*] .because 

[ e*-- 2, X,,-]=0 ). In order to evaluate the Poisson bracket of Mj^. 

with Eq.(3.42) one has to observe that the time constraints OC (3-34J , 

as well as the coefficients c M (entries of the inverse of the 

matrix £H/X])are, in F«> Lorentz scalars covariantly depending upon n. 

If we designate by A , p y < s 0 the equation obtained from (3,42) 

by bringing its right-hand side to the left, then the Poisson bracket 

of M^f. with A-y,. yields two terms ; the first one is the 

(infinitesimal) Lorentz transform of A considered as a pure tensor, which 

vanishes on account of Eq.(3.42) ; the second one is 

which also vanishes on account of Eq.(3.42) (if the latter equation 

is valid then it holds as an identity for any n). 

Finally each of the equations (3.42) for fixed fi and 

J» but various « « n at most yield a system of 2N quasi-linear first-

order partial differential equations for the 2N unknown functions a,b,d 

of x( (3.45) j they are then of the determined type (311. Therefore 

Eqs.(3.41)-(3.42) have solutions in x< with its general expression 

(3.45) and the constraint (3.46). 

The equations of motion will be given by : 

VkH-&«- = >V - [«•£, *,„]* , (3.49) 

a C 
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The advantage of the observation time formalism is that 
it fixes kinematically the expressions of the observation times of 
the particles ; its drawback comes from the fact that the expressions 
of the position variables depend on the particular choice made for the 
time constraints. 

3.2 - Analysis of the world-Tine invariance equations 

We turn,in this subsection,to an analysis of the equations 
defining the position variables. We confine ourselves to the equal-time 
formalism, but an analogous study, with similar techniques, can also 
be carried out in the multi-time fartel Isn ; the latter is even 
simpler for it deals with a smaller number of variables (because of 
the absence of the vector n). 

In the two-particle case, solutions to the position 
variables can be obtained in an almost compact form (see Ref.(llJ). In 
the present study we consider the general case N > Z . 

We start from the general expression (3.45) of x< . The 
equations to be analyzed are Eqs.(3.41)-(3.42) which are consequences 
of the world-line invariance equations (3.38)-(3.39). Me notice that 
these equations are only valid in the constrained phase space Q and 
furthermore they involve the Dirac brackets, which preserve the cons
traints. Consequently the presence in the functions a.b.d of terms 
proportional to the constraints will not affect the final results, 
and hence we can put them equal to zero from the beginning if such an 
operation simplifies the calculations. In particular the functions 
a,b,d can be considered as being independent of the variables n.9. ; 
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similarly we put n-^.. = o in the coefficients c,s of the Dirac 

brackets. Me further notice that x c , given by (3.45), automatically 

satisfies Eqs.(3.41) and therefore it is only Eqs.(3.42) which remain 

as non-trivial equations. 

In order to analyze Eqs.(3.42) we write them explicitly 

by using the definition of the Dirac bracket. This leads to the 

equations : 

(3.51) 

where "è/èn^ represents the partial derivation with respect to 

the explicit dependence of the functions on n. Also notice that this 

operator appears multiplied by an antisymmetric expression in n and 

hence the quantity v\ (si) does not play any role in the functions 

a,b,d. Their dependence on the vector n will then result from the 

variables *i-R alone. 

Ue now analyze the tensorial structure of Eq.(3.51). We 

notice that the quantity proportional to **»«/*"(» yields among 

other terms the term ( ^ » y - J. „ "» ) 
d.| , which cannot be 

cancelled by the other quantities appearing in the equation and therefore : 

4t = o . (3.52) 

After multiplying Eq. (3.51) by w „ , then projecting 

it along an orthogonal direction to v\ , and using the notation 

P;= *>-Pj ' (3.53) 
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one gets the systems of equations : 

k, £.s. k. « J * i ( v 4 ^ *K. $?) -
(3.54) 
= 0 • 
(3.55) 

Due to Its antisymmetric nature, Eq.(3.51) does not yield 
any further equations. Upon multiplying Eq.(3.55) by A> , summing over 
,- /: _ t . . . , u ) and taking Into account Eqs.(3.47),(3.52), one gets : 

(3.56) j r . ' ' */V 
Z A- ifc* 

which are homogeneous Euler equations in the variables A. . We define : 

Y _JLL = A_ • ( 3 5 7 ) 

then the general solutions of Eqs.(3.56) are homogeneous functions of the 
ft's , that is they depend on them through the variables JV. (3.57) 

only : 

(3.58) 
H = fcy C r t f c * - ) ' < * « * - ' " - ' * * ' •> ' 

the dots standing for other variables than the /s's . Upon defining the 
four-vectors 

*"•••;< - I } . " tyh* (3.59) 
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and takfng into account Eqs.(3.47),(3.52), the tensorlal decomposition of 
the time-position variables takes the form : 

while Eq.(3.55) becomes : 

Eqs.(3.54),(3.61) can be solved by series expansions 
in terms of the coupling constants. To first order of the coupling 
constants the interaction potentials reduce to their two-body terms and 
the expressions of the Dirac bracket coefficients C ^ become : 

c - Ja_ ( ± + 2" -"•& 
(3.62) 

where we have used the notations (2.20), fru = W t J = 0 ) , and : 

v = 4 » y (x > • (3.63) 

(He have confined ourselves to central-like potentials (2.21)). 
Eq.(3.54) then leads to the following system of quasi-

linear first-order partial differential equations : 
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IfftN *?] = w vty£ ' '**<**'' ( 3 6 4 ) 

Htf' C J s K ' - ^ v ^ ' c**"'(3 .65) 

which show that, to lowest order, a,, and by depend, in T^, on the 

variables of particles i and j alone ; this Is not surprising since to 

this order the potentials contain two-body terms only. (The index (1) in 

a and b means that the latter are considered to first order of the coupling 

constants). The above quasi-linear equations can be solved by standard 
«i 

methods [31] (see also appendix B of ref.HU). The functions «^- and 
«> 

b({ will in general depend on three 7jJ Poincaré invariant variables 

containing <j,. , which we can choose as being V , wt, , Z(- (2.20). 

After making this choice of variables and solving Eqs.(3.64)-(3.65), Eq. 

(3.61) then leads to the following system of equations : 

> 4 M 

>«. 
- *.> ( K/,^ + \- ) ' Ck*l> ' (3. 67) 

where ^tf.*",- 3 ^ * w / * w ^ 1 s t n e partial derivative of <*-y with 

respect to wt, , and similarly for £«•/, v/,v - They show that to 

first order the functions a and b are independent of the variables £. . 

Me can however determine, to second order, their dependence on the J"s. 

To second order the general solutions of Eqs.(3.66)-(3.67) show that ex.. 

depends on the Y. 's through the combination : 
"IK 
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^ = VV ~ & K« '.> ; (3-68) 
CD C<> , . — £»> (3-69) 

where the function * J J Is Independent of the f s . The function *<i 
has the following type of dependence : 

(3.70) 
and similarly b,., is independent of the J" s . 

In order to determine »-,^ and bt: one has 
to replace the expressions (3.69)-(3.70) in Eqs.(3.54). The general result 
about the integrability of the equations defining the position variables 
assures us that the new equations will not yield additional conditions 
on the variables y , but only conditions on the other variables 
present in a"'and b * . The second and higher order terms in general 
contain many-body variables as it is already obvious from the expressions 

(3.6B)-(3.70). 
Ue now better understand the role of each of the Eqs. 

(3.54),(3.61). To a given order of the coupling constants Eq.(3.61) determines 
the J" dependence of the a's and b's, while Eq.(3.54) yields their 
dependence on the other variables. In general the dependence on Jfik is 
determined, to order (n+1), from the solutions of Eq.(3.54) to order n. 
The general structure of the differential equations resulting from Eq.(3.54) 
can be specified further. By noticing that in the first terra only the 
coefficient t y u of zeroth order and that the second term is already 
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damped by the factor «.;< , one gets the following system of equations 

for a and b : 

L R , \ * ;* ] = KÏ* ' Ck*{' **x)/ ( 3-7 l ) 

[f.» , t,J"j = B j : , , C * < , •»»-;, (3.72) 

where the right-hand sides, A and B, are functions depending on the 

Interaction potentials to order n and also on the functions «•<. , b« 

with m<n. Similar types of equations hold also for 'èa.^fiY and 

>rtk ^ ' (3.73) 

*fi« (3.74) 

the functions A and B having analogous properties as A and B. 

The recursion formulae are now more transparent. Eqs. 

(3.71)-(3.72) can be integrated with similar methods as for the case of 

the interaction potentials W^ (Subsect.2.2). The general solutions to 

Eqs.(3.54),(3.61) will depend in general on the Cauchy conditions 

imposed on them. The latter have to be chosen in accordance with the 

Einstein causality and separability requirements. 
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3.3 - Einstein causality 

We now examine the Einstein causality condition, which 
stipulates that each particle must have a velocity always smaller than 
the velocity of light. We follow arguments adopted earlier by Paurl 
and Prosperl [10] in connection with this problem. 

If the four-velocity of a particle, say VJ , becomes 
spacelike, then there should exist a reference frame where It becomes 
Infinite In magnitude ; therefore \£ would possess singularities (in 
the sense of Infinities) 1n a certain region of the phase space. On the 
other hand the velocity variables are defined by the equations of motion 
(3.49) and a singularity 1n vj arises from singularities which are 
present either in n.P or in x,{ . The Hamiltonian n.P is comple
tely determined by the various Interaction potentials, which, by construction 
are everywhere finite in the phase space and therefore the singularities of 
VJ can only arise from those of X ( . However the equations which 

determine x ( (3.41)-(3.4Z) are themselves governed by the interaction 
potentials and consequently they cannot, in general yield singular 
solutions. 

The only source of singularities may lie in the choice 
of the Cauchy conditions related to these equations. In general, however, 
one always disposes, for non-singular equations, of a variety of Cauchy 
conditions which ensure the existence of singularity free solutions. To 
this end it suffices to choose a Cauchy hypersurface 1n which one explicitly 
ensures that V{ 1s time-like. Since outside this hypersurface X- '* 
completely determined by equations which by themselves cannot create singularities, 
then Einstein causality will be guaranteed in the whole phase space. 
We Indicate here one such possible choice which takes advantage of the 
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positivity of the interaction masses squared. 

After obtaining the general solution for the position 

variables, one still leaves the arbitrary functions present in them free 

and calculates from Eq.(3.49) the expressions of the velocity variables ; 

Cauchy conditions are then imposed directly on the velocity variables ; 

the simplest choice would be : 

^1 = -èr > {3-75! 

where C( designates the Cauchy hypersurface in which the condition 1s 

imposed. The time-like character of J> then ensures that of Vt fn 

C i > and hence in the entire phase space (although there the expression of 

v i is no longer given in general by (3.75J. 

A natural choice for Ci > which is also compatible 

with the separability requirement, is the one adopted for the interaction 

potentials, namely the intersection of the (N-l) hyperplanes : 

jb • 9 - 0 , (C f-,»ed / is 1,-," / /*') / 
el £j * 

(3.76) 

each of these hyperplanes being chosen when integrating equations related 

to particle i and governed by the differential operator £(>• t ' J • Notice 

that ihe Cauchy condition (3.75) is weaker than the one which would be 

imposed on the position variables and one still disposes of some arbitrary 

functions present in the expression of X £ ; these have to be chosen in 

accordance with the requirements of separability and correct non-relat1vistic 

limit (actually they can be chosen null). 

The realization of the Einstein causality condition can 

also be seen, in a different way, In the multi-time formalism. Here time-

position variables are constructed so as to depend on a single time 
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parameter (£qs.(3.13)). As vie mentioned earlier, the necessity of having 
time-Hke four-momenta f> in the entire phase space arises from the 
requirement of ensuring a one-to-one correspondence between the time 
parameters and the time components of the four-coordinates of the particles. 
Now let us assume that Eqs.(3.13) have been solved and the same type of 
Cauchy conditions as before - (3.75)-(3.76) - have been imposed on the 
velocity variables : 

[H*.*««] - fu ' < 3 " 7 7 > 
Ct being defined by Eq.(3.76). In the present formalism the Cauchy 

hypersurface (3.76) has a very simple meaning ; it fixes the time compo
nents of the four-coordinates of the (N-1) particles other than the particle 
i relative to that of the latter ; this also amounts to fixing the (N-1) 
proper times of these particles relative to the proper time of particle i. 
Since the position-velocity variables of particle i are Independent of the 
proper times of the other particles, their dynamical properties are also 
independent of them. Therefore the time-like property of the four-velocity 
which 1s true 1n (3.77) for any value of 3? but for a particular choice 
of the other % "s , is in fact a general property valid In the entire 
physical phase space. (Notice that for any choice of the time parameters 
the four-velocities are proportional to.the Poisson brackets [_Ht- , * ; „ ] / 
Rels.(3.18),(3.13)). 

The Cauchy condition (3.75)-(3.76) preserves the correct 
non-relat1v1stic limit of the position-velocity variables ( ) £ — • * $f , 

^ • - > ft/^ f o r £•"•*•» ). This can be seen from the structure of 
Eqs.(3.64)-(3.65) (and more generally from Eqs.(3.71)-(3.72)).The right-hand 
sides are at least linear in the variables w<i and are respectively 
of order c* and c"' ( W { , is of order C - ' and V of order 
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c , but an additional factor C. comes from the Poisson brackets which 
lead to the right-hand sides of Eqs.(3.38)-(3.39) ; recall that the 
Poisson bracket (2.1) is of order c) ; furthermore, taking Into account 
the behavior , in the non-relativistic limit, of the integration variables 
x, t (2.27) which are of order c (there is a factor c in the 
right-hand sides of (2.27)), the overall behavior of the functions a and 
b (without the arbitrary functions coming from the Cauchy condition) will 
be respectively of order c. and C (higher order terms in the coupling 
constants give rise to weaker contributions). Now any Cauchy condition, 
which serves to cancel in the Cauchy hypersurface some of the terms present 
in the functions a and b, introduces quantities which are of the same order 
(in c ) as these terms. Since the Cauchy condition is imposed on the 
velocity variables rather than the position variables, these quantities 
may in general be of two orders higher in c than those present in the 
indefinite expressions of the functions a and b. (This results from the 
fact that different variables such as W, t . 4 . 4 etc. are modified 
differently under the operation of calculating the velocity variables ; for 
instance [p_ ,w/c.J increases by a factor C tne initial order of w 4 j , 
whereas Q ^ i •} .» 7 increases by a factor C the initial order of 
tj,..o ; c* is the greatest difference one can get in such 

modificat ions). One has then in general : 

•̂  _» %+ OCc~*) > C—*10) > (3.78a) 
V; - * . JL. + o es*) , &• —><»; - (3.7Bb) 

(In the two particle case and for central-like potentials (2.21) one has 
OiC*) in 0'->à) ; this result can also i 
case to first order of the cO'jr.Ung .•.0'.st?.n 
0(cT J '» l3.'°a) ; this result can also be established in the N-oarticle 
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It is worthwhile to recall at this xrint some of the 
particular features of the two-particle case studied in Ref. [11) and 
to compare them to the general case N > 2. It was shown in Ref.[11] that 
for central-Uke potentials the Cauchy condition which identifies position 
variables with canonical coordinates in the center-of-momentum frame of 
the two particles (by means of the hyperplane p . ? = 0 at equal-times) 
also implies Rel.(3.7S) for both of the particles ; this is due to the 
fact that the functions a and b in that case have respectively a quadratic 
and a cubic behaviour in the variable W < x = f»,-^, / p * in the 
vicinity of the Cauchy hyperplane f> . q = 0 

In the general case of N(> 2) particles, this phenomenon 
remains true to first order of the coupling constants (see Eqs.(3.64)-(3.65)), 
that is the functions «.{.• and \>t, are respectively quadratic and cubic 
in W j ; , and Rel.(3.75) also allows identification of the position 
variable x(t with <|c< in the Cauchy hypersurface (3.76). There are 
still at this level two main differences with the former case. Firstly, 
in this hypersurface the other position variables X; (jjM) are not 
identical to the canonical coordinates <\, , for their Cauchy hypersurfaces 
are different from that of particle i. Secondly, unlike the two-particle 
case, the Cauchy hypersurfaces for N > 2 do not correspond to a particular 
reference frame ; this is the price paid for separability. 

To higher orders of the coupling constants one even loses 
the identification property *f=?,- in the hypersurface (3.76) because 
to these orders the functions «-JJ (in their indefinite form) are only 
linear in v/iK ( b c; are quadratic in w £ | [ ) and the Cauchy condi
tion (3.75) introduces terms in <x„ which do not vanish in the hypersurface 
(3.76). 
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3.4 - Separability in the position and velocity variable expressions 

We check, in this subsection, whether the solutions 
obtained for the position and velocity variables do satisfy the separabi
lity property. 

Let us first point out that, analogously to the equations 
satisfied by the many-body potentials V\^ -(2.24),(2.28)- those satisfied 
by the functions a-^ and k c: -Eqs.{3.B4),(3.61),(3.64)-(3.66),(3.66)-(3.67), 
(3.71)-(3.72) etc. - have Inhomogeneous parts (i.e. right-hand sides) which 
are functionally proportional to the two-body potentials V(. (i fixed, 

•£jt i ) ; the latter (more precisely their derivatives) appear either 
through the various Poisson brackets involving the interaction potentials 
or the constraint matrix elements c , or through the higher order terms 
(in the coupling constants) of the functions «,t> and b . . In other 
words if one switches-off all the two-body interactions "y. (i fixed, 
i?r <t,.--, N ; €#£ ), then the functions A{. and fc{. (i fixed) 
satisfy (globally) homogeneous equations which contain the null solutions, 
that is the free solution x, = f • Furthermore the Cauchy condition 
(3.75)-(3.76) is compatible with the latter phenomenon for the velocity 
\£ has then the same expression as in a free theory. 

At the same time the equations satisfied by the other position 
variables -i.e. the functions « ^ and b ( k * 0 - do no longer contain 
any trace of particle 1, which could only appear through functions of the 
two-body potentials ~*Je. (i fixed). This result is a first indication that 
the world-line invariance equations together with separable interactions 
and the Cauchy conditions (3.75)-(3.76) are compatible with a separability 
property of the expressions of the position and velocity variables. 

Me now examine this question from a physical point of 
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view, by isolating particle i from the rest of the system. We assume that 
the two-body potentials have the following asymptotic behavior for large 
space-like values of the relative coordinates ^ : 

y, <V = ° (^"'i] ' "*> ° • < 3 - 7 9 ) 

We take, for fixed i, the space-like limits 1C- -*eo , 
( j=-t,...,M; j $ t )• while the remaining relative coordinates 
may remain finite. It is sufficient to study the first order equations 
only, since higher order terms do not give rise to stronger contributions 
than the first. Eqs.(3.64)-(3.65) then lead to the following asymptotic 
behavior of the indefinite expression of the position variables : 

X, = f, + £ 0 (XT"***; • (3.80) 

The Cauchy condition (3.75)-(3.76), which is compatible 
with this behavior of X,- to first order of the coupling constants, 
introduces to higher orders of the coupling constants modifications to the 
indefinite expressions of the functions a and b ; however these modifica
tions, which depend on the potentials, do not change the leading asymptotic 
behaviour of Xt (3.80). 

Eq.(3.80) shows that for short-range potentials 
(*(•> 4/t, J x f — » fe asymptotically and xt becomes independent 
of the other particle (canonical) variables. Similarly the other particle 
position variables become independent of the canonical variables of 
particle i. Eq.(3.80) also shows that in the limit of free theories (for 
any of the particles of the system) the position variables become identical 
to the canonical coordinates. 

For long-range potentials ( 0 K *M $4/l) X,- does 
no longer approach »̂, and it continues to feel the other particle 
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variables. Separability Is therefore not realized for long-range potentials 

in the position variable expressions. Non-separable effects in dynamical 

observables related to long-range potentials have already been mentioned 

by several authors [10,32,33], 

In this connection the case of Coulomb-like potentials 

( *.. - ifi ) merits a particular attention. Here the asymptotic contri

butions in (3.79), as well as in the effects of particle 1 inside the 

expressions of the position variables of the other particles (in particular 

the terms 1 » t(.id and b w ^ t ^ in the expression of X,„ ), are constant 

(not logarithmically divergent). Due to the smallness of the coupling 

constants (electromagnetic or gravitational) these contributions will in 

general be small. Additional damping factors arise from the presence 

of mass terms (of the type of b 1 ) and c* terms in the denominators 

of the corresponding expressions. In summary there are physical reasons 

to consider Coulomb-Uke potentials as being approximately separable 

(also recall that the realization of the Poincarê algebra is completely 

separable for long-range potentials as well ; Subsect.2.3) ; this 

conclusion may of course be modified in the presence of some particular 

physical conditions. 

As to the velocity variable expressions, they satisfy 

separability for both kinds of potentials, short-range and long-range. 

Finally let us remark that for alt kinds of the above 

potentials the simultaneous space-like limits f(. ->aa ( C fixed 

and j=it...,n sj+i ) imply the space-like limits *,, -»ee> 

and therefore they actually correspond tD the physical separation of 

particle i from the remaining cluster of the system. 

These various separability properties remain true in the 

case of more complicated clusters, as well as in the presence of additional 
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interactions of the irreducible p-body type, provided the latter vanish 

when one of the concerned particles is removed to infinity. 

3.5 - Equations of motion 

The equations of motion are given by Eqs.(3.18)-(3.19) 

or (3.49)-(3.50). In the two-body case, due to the possibility of Identi

fying in the center-of-momentum frame position and velocity variables with 

canonical coordinates and momenta respectively, the equations of motion 

take in that frame forms very similar to those of non-relativistic mecha

nics. 

In the general case of N {> 2) particles, however, 

where such an identification is no longer possible, the equations of motion 

take a rather complicated form when expressed in terms of the position 

and velocity variables. In the present case of interaction potentials 

(with small coupling constants) there exists in general a one-to-one 

correspondence between the points of the physical phase space P ï and the 

paints of the configuration space composed of the set of 6N position-

velocity variables, which could facilitate the task of expressing the 

equations of motion in terms of the configuration space variables. 

However a simpler way of treating the problem would consist in first solving 

the equations of motion of the canonical variables, which read in the 

equal-time formalism for instance : 
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cil- r i* 
-57* = Lin i "'*J + "« > < 3- 8 1) 

and then in replacing them, after an appropriate choice of initial 
conditions, in the expressions of the position and velocity variables. 
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We showed within the Hamlltonian formalism the existence 

of classical relativistic mechanics of N scalar particles Interacting at 

a distance, which satisfies the requirements of Poincarê invariance, sepa

rability, world-line invariance and Einstein causality, and which reduces 

to a Galilei invariant mechanics in the non-relativistic limit. The line 

of approach which we adopted uses the methods of the theory of systems 

with constraints applied to manifestly covariant systems of particles. 

Our study was limited to the case of interactions which remain weak 

in the whole phase space and vanish at large space-like separation distances 

of the particles. 

In treating interacting relativistic systems several 

differences appear with respect to the non-relativistic case. In non-

relativistic theories Galilei invariance can be implemented with potentials 

of a given irreducibility in the number of the particles, for instance with 

two-body potentials alone, or with p-body potentials (p > 2) etc... In 

relativistic theories this feature Is lost and the presence of sequences 

of many-body potentials with increasing numbers of constituents (up to N) 

is always needed. Each such sequence is generated (determined), through 

the differential equations realizing the Poincarê invariance of the theory, 

by an initial ansatz of a sum of potentials, each of than possessing the 

same number, say p, of particles (p = 2.....N ; p fixed) (but not necessa

rily the same particles) and being Poincarê invariant solutions of the 

corresponding p-body problem. This number, which we call the irreducibility 

number, characterises, then, the global interaction which is obtained for 
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the N-body system and which will contain a sequence of q-boriy potentials 
with q = p, p+l,...,N. We call such a global potential "a potential of the 
irreducible p-body type". The most general Poincaré invariant interaction 
will of course be obtained by starting from a sum of potentials with all 
possible Irreducibilitles (p = 2 N). Separable interactions must 
necessarily contain potentials of the irreducible two-body type involving 
all the constituents of the system. 

As in the case of Galilei invariance, Poincaré invariance 
does not put restrictions on the functional form of the irreducible p-body 
potentials ; the only restrictions concern the variables on which they 
depend. 

Let us also stress that, except for the two-particle case, 
relativistic separable interactions cannot be factorized [19] into two 
parts : the one, kinematical, containing the total center of mass variables 
alone and the other, dynamical, containing the relative variables alone. 
It is, however, conceivable that such a factorization could be valid in an 
approximate sense when some appropriate physical conditions occur in the 
system. 

The Einstein causality condition, which stipulates that 
the velocity of each particle must always be smaller than the velocity 
of light, puts additional conditions on the choices of the types of inter
action potentials. While potentials of the irreducible two-body type are 
sufficient to implement Poincaré invariance and thus could represent the 
simplest choice for interactions of N particles, it happens that such 
potentials fail in general to guarantee Einstein causality in the entire 
phase space for arbitrary numbers of particles. When the number of the 
interacting particles within the range of the two-body potentials becomes 
greater than a critical number (typically proportional to the inverse 
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of the coupling constants for short-range potentials) then with such types 
of potentials the velocities of some of the particles may exceed the 
velocity of light. For this reason one also needs the presence of inter
actions generated by potentials of higher irreductibility (in general up 
to N). In principle one can choose these interactions in such a way that 
the causality condition is satisfied in the entire phase space for any 
number of particles. In practice, however, such interactions play an 
important role only at short distances, more precisely when the number of 
the particles within the typical range of the two-body potentials 
becomes greater than the critical number. Therefore as far as one studies 
systems of particles which do not fall during their evolution into such 
configurations one can actually Ignore the presence of such types of 
potentials and consider only the potentials of the irreducible two-body 
type. 

Unlike the two-body case, it was not possible to express 
the general many-body potentials in a compact form - a feature which 
enormously complicates the exact treatment of the N-body dynamics (N > 2). 
Simplifications occur, however, to first order of the two-body coupling 
constants. In that case the interaction potentials reduce to the sum of 
the two-body potentials and also the position variables take, to that 
order, simple forms. When one of the particles 1s much heavier than the 
others, as in atoms or solar systems, simplifications also occur. 

We did not deal explicitly, in the present work, with 
the case of non-separable systems, but the general solutions we have given 
for the many-body potentials do contain non-separable interactions. These 
correspond to the potentials of the irreducible p-body type with p > 2 : 
they yield non-separable interactions whenever the potentials of lower 
irreducibility are absent. Therefore in order to construct N-body 
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non-separable systems it is sufficient to consider for instance only the 
potentials of the irreducible N-body type, by completely ignoring the 
potentials of the irreducible two-body, three-body, .... (N-l)-body types. 

An important difference with non-relativistic theories 
also occurs in the determination of the position variables of the 
particles. As far as one considers the latter as being point-like, then the 
canonical coordinates cannot play in relativistic theories the role of 
position variables, and the latter have to be constructed in terms of 
the former and the canonical momenta according to the world-line invariance 
condition. We showed the existence of solutions to the world-line invariance 
equations, which are compatible with the requirements of separability 
(for short-range potentials), the non-relativistic limit and Einstein 
causality. We also noticed that if a manifestly covariant theory satisfies 
the world-line invariance condition (with the appropriate position varia
bles) then it possesses the property of being gauge invariant under the 
changes of the choice of the time parameters of the theory, that is the 
dynamics of the system remains unchanged under such modifications. 

The existence of covariant classical relativistic 
mechanics of N-part1cle systems satisfying necessary physical 
requirements provides a firm basis for the extension of relativistic 
theories with a finite number of degrees of freedom to the quantum level. 
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APPENDIX A : THE TWO-PARTICLE CASE 

In this appendix we briefly review the two-particle 

case 111] and outline some of Its general features. 

The mass constraints (2.3) can be written as : 

(A.l) 

where T£ and T £ represent 77, Poincaré invariant two-body potentials. 

Eqs.(A.l) lead to the equivalent expressions of f> and p.u (see notation 

(2.20) ; we put p a p > u = "n • f = f etc-' : 

M 

* n (A.2b) 

It can be seen that there exists a Poincaré invariant 

canonical transformation (in T ) which brings the constraint (A.2b) 

into the form : 

J. « * ST H ±(*S- *£)(< - t\) . (A.3) 

If A is the generator of this transformation, we must 

have : 

£ # ^ . u - V J r ^ . i « - W j , (A.4) 
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where e i ( is defined as acting in the following way : 

e A* » s B + r
A.B] + -£•[> , [A, B]l+.--

(A.S) 

We search for a function A which is Povncaré invariant 

in TJ, , that is, it has vanishing Poisson brackets with the Poir.care 

alqabra generators (In TJ, ) ; therefore it must be a function of the six 

variables f?,p.u. , ta, f\ f>.f, u.f alone. Eq.(A.4) then leads to the 

equation : 

* (A.6) 

This equation can be solved, in principle, for weak 

coupling constants, by series expansions in terras of them. To lowest order 

of the coupling constants, only the first term of the right-hard side 

survives (the function A being considered as a first-order quartityj 

and one gets a quasi-linear first-order partial differential equation for 

A, which can be Integrated. This .utien can then be used to calculate 

the second order terms in A and so forth, Eq.{A.4) has therefore a solution 

in A. 

Consequently the above canonical transformation brings 

the initial configuration (A.l) into a configuration wher-

V S X = V (A.7) 

w.1* hence : 

ft*-A1 = * $ * - * . * • ( A- 8 ) 
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(Notice that it Is also possible to bring the configuration (A.2b) into 

the form f>.u s o ; however, unless the free masses are equal, one loses 

1n that ease the individual particle Intrepretation of the canonical 

variables). 

It is therefore sufficient, to find the general expres

sion of the two-body interaction potentials Vf and \£ , to solve 

Eq.(2.4) : 

/X H J = O (A.9) 

for the particular configuration (A.7) and then to apply on the mass cons

traints arbitrary Polncarê invariant canonical transformations (1n ^v ). 

Of course it could well happen that many solutions have simpler expressions 

in other configurations than in (A.7). (Some solutions in such configura

tions are presented in Appendix A of Réf.! Ill ). 

Eq.(A.9) together with (A.7) (V is Poincaré invariant 

1n £ ) becomes : 

[£*_ v , / \ l - v 7 = / > - " , v 7 = o , (A.IO) 

whose general solution is of the form (see notation (2.20)): 

V := V (f, *, A*' «\ h"J • <*•») 

The variables y and z are the relativistic generalizations of the Galilei, 

invariant variables f and t*.f . 

Taking into account the non-relativistic limit, the 

potential V can als? be written in the form : 

V" = </"' V'" + V W ; (*-12) 
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where V * and V are zeroth order quantities in c , and we have 

displayed the order in c of the right-hand side. 

The expressions of the coefficients *-tj of the cons

traint matrix C (2.9) are, in the equal-time gauge (2.7) and for 

central-like potentials f'Vs'Vû!)) '• 

% - (*-t - w (.n-riV}/A > 

c « = C»-ft - w C*-*>V)/A 
(A.13) 

C,t - c„ = w Cn-f) V/A > 
A = fr.r<Hvi.^) - <t-t.)w Ch-r) V • 

(See notation (2.20) ; W = w , i ; r = <«i. ' r*- P;t > »
 s 4 V / 4 y J • 

The solutions to the equations of the position variables 

for central-like potentials and for the two-particle case have been given 

in Ref.lU]. Although there no reference was made to 01rac brackets and 

the time constraints were replaced from the beginning, it is clear that 

both methods lead to the same results (notice that the variable Y in 

Ref.UU has a slightly different definition from that used in the present 

paper, Subsect. 3.2, and the variable W there,is the opposite in sign 

of that used presently). 
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APPENDIX B : CONSTRUCTION OF THE MANY-BODY INTERACTION POTENTIALS 

We want to integrate Eqs.(2.24) in the W's, given the 

functions V. After the introduction of the "longitudinal" variables X, , 

x-h (2.27), these equations take the form (2.28). As mentioned 

in Subsect.2,2 we search for solutions which can be developed in series 

in terms of the two-body coupling constants. To lowest order in the coupling 

cunstants, Eqs.(2.28) become : 

The Identities (2.29) satisfied by the V's allow the 

integration of Eqs.(B.l), which follows standard methods used in the 

integration of equations involving curls of vectors. The solutions will 

involve some arbitrary functions and one of the W's will be completely 

arbitrary ; let us choose it to be the function Vt . We then integrate 

all the equations involving W : 

hrW* = T=r*5 + LX-V,] > G--*->»)J 1x 

W = jC'^C- (** *[tï.T*l)+ W/ , 
*ît,* (B.3) 

where "\\£ : t is independent of x* ; it is for the moment arbitrary. 

To avoid complications we choose for the lower integration bound x 4 . 

in (B.3) a Poincaré invariant function which is completely independent of 

any of the (N-l) longitudinal variables x £ , (ksl,... , Nj k*<-)/ 

(later we choose it as given by (2.37)). Notice that we have to reexpress 
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inside the integral in (B.3) the coordinates <t in terras of the longi
tudinal variable **. and the corresponding transverse variables as in 
(2.25)-(2.26). 

Next we replace the "WJ's (ijfl) in all the remaining 
equations which contain "Vi^ : 

(B.4) 

Me get after the use of the solutions (B.3) : 

^-r'wf - -^--wr - n 3 f , (B .6 ) 
where 

Xi«,o 

-/?''J([£'",<] * f/t.' •[*', WJJ ) • 
V,. ± (B.6) 

By calculating the Poisson bracket of •M»,* with 
f> and using the identities (2.29) one finds that M , * is 

independent of the longitudinal variable v * as it should be. 
One proceeds now to the Integration of Eqs.(B.5) in the 

same way as before : 

*''• (B.7) 

where "Wf is independent of x ^ and x • whereas "V\£ has remained 
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arbitrary. The final expressions of the functions W j will be given by 

the recursion formulae : 

(± <t*K''J)j 

*%< -Mr * r $ , v , j (B.8) 

"V£ : arbitrary, 

'*» i 
"f/̂  : arbitrary functions (i = 2.....N), independent of X; ; 

( * NC/VT «'-* ) • 

The functions M.^ (i<rfc**./^ above are 

independent of the variables x / for 2 N<r <",<:*< «',/ and they 

satisfy, for the set of indices i,j,m> k and fixed superscript k, 

relations analogous to Rels. (2.29). These properties can be verified by 

recursion and the use of Rels.(2.29). The Po'ncarë invariance of the 

W's is guaranteed by that of the V's, of the Integration variables and 

of the lower integration bounds, as well as by a choice of the arbitrary 

functions ^ W possessing this property. 

One can still add to ~V\£ (B.8) an arbitrary term of 

the form £/». , W j (H is a Poincaré invariant arbitrary function, but 
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is the same for all the Wjs). However, for simplicity we shall ignore such 

terms henceforward. 

The solutions of the general equations (2.28) can now 

be obtained in a similar way as before. Designating by "W< the func

tions W.j obtained after n iterations, we have to solve the equations : 

1 1 ** (8.9) 

where w t- are the solutions obtained afttr (n-1) iterations 

(~W/° - ù ) and Ntc was designated above in the formulae (B.l)-

(B.8) by M j i ' " W ^ ' V e calculated to the (n+l) t h order of the coupling 

constants. The solutions of Eqs.(B.9) can be obtained from formulae (B.8) 

by simply replacing the functions M-* hy the N « . (It is also 

understood that the arbitrary functions W t ' are considered to the same 

accuracy as the "W. ' s ) - One can also verify that the right-hand sides 

of Eqs.(B.g), the N » ' " * , satisfy, to the (n+l) t h order of the 

coupling constants, similar Identities as the . M » 's do in Rels.(2.29). 

Using the equations satisfied by the "W t.*" 's , as well as Rel.(2.23) 

and Jacobi identity, one easily gets the relation : 

+ Cf. (« ,J ,AJ 

4 C > f ' C',j, k) , 
(B.10) 

where ^•f>.Ci,jik) means cyclic permutations of the indicesi,j,k. 

The difference (TffJ*"±L\f£*~t'*) is of n * order 

in the coupling constants (this can be established by recursion) whereas 
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the inner Poisson bracket in the first term of the right-hand side of 
Eq.(B.lO) is of second order ; therefore the right-hand side of Eq.(B.lO) 
is of (n+2) order in the coupling constants, which establishes the above 
statement. Rel.(B.lO) shows the consistency of the replacement of N*j 

(2.30) by rV»*' at each step of the iteration. When n-»oo and if the 
iteration series converges, ^"W^ L 'WC-"*"*,Jgoes to zero and the 
right-hand side of Eq.(B.lO) vanishes. Therefore the right-hand sides of 
Eqs. (2.28) satisfy relations analogous to (2.29) : 

+ C f . Ct.j.k) = 0 . (B.ll) 

The formal solution of Eqs.(2.28) can be obtained by 
K K 

replacing 1n formulae (B.8) the . M v 's by N:i etc., the 
latter formally having similar definitions and properties as the former. 

The solution (B.8) we have obtained is not symmetric in 
form with respect to the particle Indices. One can construct a symmetric solution 
by symmetrizing, to lowest order of the coupling constants, solutions of the 
type (B.8) with permuted inuices, and then by using such a solution as the 
generator of the iteration series. (Notice that because of the non-linearity 
of Eqs. (2.24), and except to lowest order of the coupling constants, the symme
trized solutions are not linear combinations of other solutions). Such a 
symmetric solution, which furthermore is compatible with separability, is 
presented in Subsect. 2.2., formulae (2.30)-(2.37). 
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APPENDIX C : GENERATORS OF DISPLACEMENTS OF CURVED SURFACES 

Let 

^.•s 9t t%)-6t -° ( C 1 ) 

be a space-like surface in the (four-dimensional) coordinate space of 

particle i. He intend to find the generator of the displacements of this 

surface orthogonal to itself and also the generator of the translations 

in t.j when all the mass and time constraints of the particles of the system 

are taken into account. 

The above surface can be parametrized by three parameter.. 

°C*. (a " 1>2.3) and also the coordinates f. can in general be para-

metrized as : 

% =%(.**' ">-J • < C 2 ' 
'AIM 'y* *• 

For fixed t^ the coordinates f. trace, when *»•». 

vary, the surface %t. Let G.{ and & { , («--^^represent respectively 

the tangent vectors to the directing lines of the parameters tt and «f^ : 

ft* = Ik , c*^ 2Ï£ . (C.3) 
v a*, r »«* 

The parametrization (C.Z) is assumed to be chosen so 
J. A. 

as the vector fi. is orthogonal to e^. : 

e^.e'a 0 , 0 = 1, *,i) • (C4) 

The metric T̂. of the parametrization (C.2) is obtained 

from the relation : 
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*' . (C.8) 

(C.5) 

which gives : 

(C.6) 

The entries of the inverse of the matrix Ĵ . will be 

represented by lower indices : X m > Yia.i I ( H * j = £ J . A = °J 

We consider the three surfaces : 

^ s fiu Cfj- «k = o / <>= * • ' < * ' , te?) 

orthogonal to the vectors t : 

The functions y î ^ are obtained by simply inverting the formulae (C.2) 

and expressing the parameters of^ in terms of q., • 

One can then construct the generators t t > i i t and **»,-«. 

(a=l,2,3) of the displacements of the surfaces X.{ and t^{ orthogonal 

to themselves. They are defined by the equations : 

I «**«* ' * ] =• ftxx / I ^ ' fit J - ° > 
(C.9) 

The « , 's represent the conjugate momenta of the 

new coordinates p . and ^.fc . The fact that the metric If. as well 

as *}( and p , C t L depend on the coordinates 4. alone implies that the 

mutual Poisson brackets of Jf-,V. and A . vanish : 
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I*> Ê . - J = he. til = £>- «ftJ = f̂ *- 'A«J= Ô 

(CIO) 

and this guarantees the compatibility of Eqs.(C9). Therefore the latter 

have solutions and one can construct the corresponding fca's in terms 

of the canonical variables of particle i alone. They are given by the 

following expressions : 

where ei«. i s given by (C.8) and 

(Notice that the components of the four-momentum **V do not have, 1n 

general, vanishing Poisson brackets among themselves). The coordinates 

and momenta ?,-,/>. can n°w be expressed in terms of the new coordinotes 

and momenta jfe,/9t- and t*>e . 

The above construction can be repeated for all the 

particles j (j=l,...,N) of the system and each set of variables j ) , , 

fh: i t*)j has vanishing Poisson brackets with the corresponding 

sets of the other particles : 

L ( t ) >[lU)} ~- 0 . f'*/V • (CI») 

. , When all the mass constraints H i (2.3) and time 

constraints (C.l) are introduced,the generator of the translations in the 

parameter (rc will still be given by u > i x , but the latter will now 

operate via the Dirac bracket in order to preserve the constraints. However, 
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since <Ji defines one of the time constraints Xi (C.l),its Dirac 

bracket with t^will vanish ; therefore the action of «»'«-lA on a 

quantity A, not depending on any of the "orthogonal" momenta UJiJ_ 

(j = 1.....N), will be equal, up to a multiplicative factor given by 

y\ , to the partial derivative of A with respect to its explicit 

dependence on J4. minus its total derivative with respect to _}. : 

C14) 

where "^/*9t represents the partial derivation with respect to the 

explicit dependence on £>. . 

Upon using the expression of the Dirac bracket in terms 

of the Poisson bracket, Eqs.(2.9),(2.10),(2.13), one finds for the 

left-hand side of Eq.(C14) (the matrix [X, X ] 1s null here) : 

(C.15) 

JCJ. has vanishing Poisson brackets with p , fi and 

'"fe* ' C*= <—/",• * -1. '- i ) t (see Eqs.(C.lO),(C13)); then 

the last term In the right-hand side of Eq.(C15) vanishes. Furthermore 

f ^ U . ' * v J - S''jï(ii. <E"S-(C.9),(C.13)) and upon defining 

Hi 3 2 . e.y rf; (CM) 

Eq. (C.15) becomes : 

f",x, AO//SL.«--.)]*«. r-*x'A3 -r,** r«f.A] • 
(C.17) 
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The Poisson bracket Q^tj-'Â} ^ u s t represents the 
partial derivative of A with respect to Its explicit dependence on p i 

multiplied by y*. (notice that uia_ may also contain an explicit 
dependence on «>. : fu,., ( ( J ^ J ^ o in general). Upon compa
ring the right-hand sides of Eqs.(C,14) and (C.17) one finds that the 
constraint H; (C.16) is the generator, via the Poisson bracket, of 
the translations In te : 

2± - 2L - lA * [H'L ,A) . (da) 

( "b/&tt : derivation with respect to the explicit dependence on tc ) . 
In particular one has : 

The action of the "tangential" momenta 6-VA is found 
to be : 

which shows that <*V^ operates as a "kinematic" variable. 
Now the "orthogonal" momenta '^ij. (i=l,...,N) 

need not be "time" independent, that is their mutual Dirac brackets or 
their Poisson brackets with the Hamiltonlans Hj (j=l,...,N) may not 
vanish. (The Hj 's are "time" independent since their mutual Poisson 
brackets vanish weakly due to Eqs.(2.4) ; furthermore if Eqs.(2.4) hold 
strongly then the Poisson brackets frff, H;Jwill vanish globally as the 
second powers of the H's s this ensures that the W, "s will be able 
to generate Independent finite canonical transformations in the parameters 
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t- ; see also Subsect.3.1,2). This is due to the fact that the time 
i 

surface: %. were chosen independently from the mass constraints H. 

Therefore if the time surface related to particle i is displaced in a 

compatible way with the mass constraints then the form of <*>,j_ may 

undergo modifications by means of the latter. One then expects that : 

4*-L 

By explicitly calculating the Dirac bracket one finds : 

[".•*. *k ] ' z - l*ï ."jxïv^s Lu;- .«.-J^ 
(C.21) 

which is the expected result. The Dirac bracket of uttJ_ with a general 

quantity A will then yield : 

(C.22) 

which is also reproduced by using the expression of the Dirac bracket 

and the result (C.18). 

Therefore the constraint H( (C.16) can be 

consistently interpreted as the generator, by means of the Poisson bracket, 

of the time displacement t̂  in presence of the constraints. 
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Footnotes 

1. The words "interaction mass" are used in a heuristic sense only. 
According to the no-interaction theorem one cannot assign 
in general a direct physical meaning to ft . 

2. With the equal-time constraints (2.7) and with n=(l,0,0,0) the 
argument of Vi;- becomes ( j£* + (?.. %. )*/fy) . where q* 
and p*are spatial three-vectors ; for j'3i,\-*<x> it goes to 
infinity provided ft, > 0 ; for the positivity of the interaction 
masses squared see Subsect.2.5. 

3. For vector potentials A<i. it is the four-vectors ( f c - A i * ) which 
should be time-like. 

The (generalized) canonical transformations generated by the Poincaré 
group generators change the reference frames but do not modify the 
value of the "time parameter" associated with these reference frames. 
See alsoRef.[41 andRef.[31 chs.21,16. 

The right-hand side of Eq.(3.11) cannot contain the time constraints 
%, without being multiplied by a IBSSS constraint, otherwise one 
finds inconsistencies by taking the derivatives of both sides of 
the equation with respect to the explicit dependences on the 
parameters f . 

The right-hand sides of Eqs.(2.4), first understood as weak equations, 
cannot contain the time constraints, otherwise the H's would be time 
dependent and also would not be Poincaré invariant 1n f^ , because 
the JC's are not Poincaré invariant. Strictly speaking Rels.(3.12) 
imply that the right-hand sides of Eqs.(2.4) do not contain the H's 
globally tu the first power. However, as far as the construction 
of the position variables is concerned, as well as the physical 
transformation properties (in 7J ), this result is equivalent to 
a strong vanishing. 
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They should also have a correct behavior under the parity and time reversal 
operations. However these functions depend on the interaction poten
tials and have to vanish with them (see Eqs.(3.13) and Subsect.3.2), 
and the latter being invariant under these transformations (this is 
the case of the central-like potentials (2.21)), then the time-
position variables will come out possessing the correct properties. 

For the study of the dynamics on curved surfaces see also Ref.[27] 
ch.3 and Ref.[28] ch.l.E. 

This amounts to showing, as in Rels.(3.12), that the Poison 
brackets [He , H^l do not yield H 's globally to the first power. 
It 1s then sufficient to show that the quantity 

is null. Upon multiplying it by </** ( 5 [ft* > %•»]], summing 
over k and noticing that 2 . Ç , x ^ h = S^ , Trl», , d K B ] r . [rU , « O , 
one finds the above result. 

This feature has also been emphasized by Fleming (21). If X « (n<éJ 
is a representative point of a world-line, whose observation time 
is defined by means of a constant unit time-like four-vector n as 
t = n.X, and if it transforms under Lorentz transformations as a 
space-time event, i.e. as a pure four-vector, then : 

x„ (*.*)-» A/VA-S»,^- 1»).*^ A / < V - " ' 
the last expression being a consequence of the above property * 
This shows that for any unit time-like four-vectors n and n 1 : 

X«(*.0 = X«L*',h') , (t'= »'X) . 

(The derivation can easily be extended to the case of curved surfaces). 
Among mean positions of Isolated extended systems only the 

"center of inertia" satisfies this property [21]. 
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11. The matrix D (2.9a) is non-singular and hence the coefficients 
C

M of its inverse matrix cannot become infinite. By definition 
a time gauge is not acceptable if it leads to a singular matrix 0. 
In the equal-time gauge the positivity of the interaction masses 
squared is a necessary condition to reproducing a non-singular 
matrix 0 (see formulae (3.62), (A.13)) ; one has also to check, 
for a given interaction, whether it spoils this feature in some 
region of the phase space ; obviously for weak interactions this does 
not happen. ActuaUy the study of causality is simpler in the multi-
time formalism, because one constructs there the position variables 
before choosing any time gauge (Eq.(3.16)). See below. 
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